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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this study was to measure the effects of 
selected factors, such as changes in price, in supply and demand, and 
in government programs and policies, on the market for U.S. rice. The 
secondary objectives were to update, improve, refine, and further test 
against recent and present behavior a simulation model of the U.S. 
rice industry previously developed by the Agricultural Economics and 
Agribusiness Department of Louisiana State University; and to use the 
improved model to analyze the impact of certain government programs and 
policies on the U.S. rice market.
Structural equations of the econometric model were updated and 
improved. The structural equations used were obtained with Three Stage 
Least Squares Technique. Refinements and adjustments were made to the 
simulation model to incorporate the supply equations and to make the 
model more representative of the present market situation.
The periods studied were 1967 to 1971 and 1979 to 1985. Based on 
500 iterations (3000 and 3500 observations), summary and annual results 
were reported for the various periods studied, in terms of mean, range 
and coefficient of variation. Frequency distribution was also used to 
analyze the stock management program.
The policies which were analyzed are: (1) the effects of a land
set-aside program, ranging from no land set-aside to 10, 20 and 30 
percent set-aside, (2) the effects of an on farm reserve program on the 
U.S. rice market and (3) the effects of Japanese dumping of rice on the
world market on U.S. rice exports and prices.
The model was used to predict the future behavior of the U.S. rice 
market from 1979 to 1985, based on the assumption that present conditions 
will prevail in the future. Acreage planted of rice and price for rice 
were increasing slightly. Ending stocks were increasing and were very 
high throughout the period. Domestic and export demand were fairly 
constant throughout.
A 10 percent set-aside program resulted in no substantial changes 
in the rice market. Prices were the same as with a no set-aside program. 
Income was slightly lower, but there was no chance of running out of 
stocks. The 20 and 30 percent set-aside program resulted in serious 
changes in the market with higher prices and income. Both domestic use 
and export sales decreased and the chances of running out of stocks 
during the period were great.
The on farm reserve program showed increased production, a lowering 
of prices and income. Domestic use and export sales increased as prices 
remained fairly low, but constant. The chance of running out of stocks 
was zero.
Japanese dumping of rice in the world market had severe impacts on 
prices. Prices remained low. Exports decreased after the first year 
of dumping, but increased again.
An examination of the prediction of the various programs studied 
gives a clear indication that the model is a fair representation of U.S. 
rice market behavior. The results of each policy analyzed can serve as 
a guide to program administrators in the future implementation of any 
of these policy options.
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
The food supply of most nations is dominated by cereals. As the
cheapest source of carbohydrates, cereals are the principal source of
3man’s nutritional energy requirements. Rice and wheat are the most
important cereals in terms of food use. Rice is the major food staple
for most of the developing and underdeveloped countries of the world
and provides the economic livelihood for many millions of farm families
and others engaged in its marketing and distribution. Yet rice is a
rather atypical food crop since both production and consumption largely
take place in developing and underdeveloped countries.
Asiatic countries are responsible for about 90 percent of the
world's rice production. Changes in factors determining the production
of this region influence world supplies significantly. The remaining
10 percent of the world’s production is fairly evenly distributed among
the countries of the Western Hemisphere.
Total world production of rice increased at a faster rate than
2population growth between the years 1950 and 1962 (Table 1). Between 
the years 1963 and 1965 production fluctuated about the population 
growth rate. From 1966 to 1973, production increased steadily from
3283.9 to 324.1 million tons of rough rice. An acute shortage of rice
"H?ickizer, V. D., Rice and Wheat in World Agriculture and Consump­
tion. Wheat Studies of the Food Research Institute, Vol. XVII, No. 6, 
(California: Stanford University, March, 1941).
2See Footnote 1 to Table 1 for an explanation of the difference be­
tween production data in terms of calendar years and distribution data 
in terms of marketing years.
3Agricultural Commodities Projections for 1975 and 1985, Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, Vol. 1, ccp 67/3 (Rev.) 
Rome, 1967. 1
Table 1. World Rice Production, 
a/1966-1977.“
Carryover Stocks, and Exports,
Year Production Carryover Stocks Exports
(million metric tons)
1966-70 average 283.9 25.0 6.9
1971-72 308.8 24.0 7.8
1972-73 296.4 21.0 7.5
1973-74 324.1 13.0 7.5
1974-75 321.0 14.0 7.4
1975-76 352.3 11.9 8.0
1976-77 343.8 18.0 8.6
1977-78 350.0 15.6 8.7
Source: Commodity Review and Outlook 1974-1975, Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations, ccp 75/6, Rome, 1974. 
Commodity Review and Outlook 1977-1979, FAO, of U.N. Rome, 1978.
a/ Production figures refer to a calendar year. Carryover stocks 
and exports refer to the marketing year beginning August 1. For 
example the 350.0 million metric tons of rough rice shown as produced 
in 1977-78 was actually produced during the calendar year 1977 wheras 
the corresponding carryover stocks and exports occurred during the 
marketing year beginning August 1, 1977 and ending July 31, 1978.
developed in 1973, however, as indicated by vastly reduced carryover 
stocks beginning at that time. Per capita consumption of this basic 
food stuff was curtailed for the first time in recorded history and 
hardships to importing countries accentuated as other cereals were also 
scarce at the same time. Import demand was far in excess of export 
availabilities and international prices tripled during the period 1973- 
1974. The situation of tight supplies which occurred in 1973-1974 was 
due to smaller world paddy crops harvested towards the end of 1972 and 
depleted carryover stocks from the previous year (Table 1). However, 
production has taken an upturn and prices have dropped since the 1973-74 
crisis.^
The instability in supplies and the dramatic increase in prices in 
1973-74 prompted governments over the world to adopt new programs toward 
encouraging rice production. Some of the countries which had followed 
a policy of regulating rice production, for example, Australia, Egypt, 
Japan, Spain, and the United States, have all taken action to increase
The policies and programs implemented in the United States have 
been of paramount importance to the world rice economy since U. S. pro­
duction greatly affects world trade. The U.S. produces approximately 
two percent of the total world rice, but is responsible for about 25 
percent of world trade. The rice produced in the U. S. is concentrated 
in the southern states— Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri and 
Texas. California also produces a substantial amount of rice, mostly
4Commodity Review and Outlook 1974-75, Food and Agricultural Organi 
zation of the United Nations, ccp 75/6, Rome, 1975.
^Commodity Review and Outlook 1974-75, Food and Agricultural Organi 
zation of the United Nations, ccp 74-24, Rome, 1974.
short grain varieties, whereas long and medium grain varieties predomi­
nate in the South.
The amount of rice planted at present in the U. S. is far in excess 
of the 1.8 million acres allotted under government programs. As can be 
seen in Table 2, plantings in 1976, 1977, and 1978 were 0.7, 0.4, and 
1.2 million acres, respectively, above the allotted acreage. Acreage 
allotments are more effective in controlling production when marketing 
penalties for exceeding acreage allotments are in effect, which has not 
been the case since 1974.
Producers responded to a strong rise in prices in the spring of 
1977, by expanding plantings to a record of 3.0 million acres in 1978 
(Appendix A, Table 1). This was more than one third above that planted 
in 1976. Acreage plantings in 1978 were up in all states with Arkansas
growers seeding a record 1.2 million acres. U. S. rice production con­
tinued in 1979 at the same level of 1978. However, strong export demand 
prevented a buildup of stocks. Other countries also extended their pro­
duction and their influence on world market prices and exports. Produc­
tion in China and Japan in 1979 were above normal.
The purpose of this study is to predict the future course of events 
in the U. S. rice market, assuming production, prices and demand continue 
in the present trends. The impact of overproduction and an increase in 
exports by the Asian countries on U. S. rice exports and prices will also 
be investigated.
These issues directly affect rice programs and policies. Program 
administrators need such information in implementing programs for rice 
farmers. Such information is also needed by people engaged in rice 
trading so that they can develop better marketing strategies.
Table 2. Acres of Rice Planted and Allotment Acres Under Government 
Programs, United States, 1973-1979.
Year Allotment Planted Excess Planted
1973 2.2 2.2 0.0
1974 2.1 2.5 0.4
1975 1.8 2.8 1.0
1976 1.8 2.5 0.7
1977 1.8 2.2 0.4
1978 1.8 3.0 1.2
1979 1.8 3.0 1.2
Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture. Rice Situation, Washington,
D.C.: ERS, RS-32, October, 1978, R-S-35, March 1980.
The Problem
Government programs have affected rice price levels, production of 
rice and supplies of rice greatly since 1954. Among the most important 
of these programs were acreage allotments, marketing penalties for ex­
ceeding allotments, and price supports. However, drastic changes in 
rice prices in 1973 and 1974 and unprecedented rise in acreage of rice 
planted in 1978 have drawn the attention of program planners to re­
examining existing programs and considering the future U. S. rice 
market.
Various programs have been under consideration, but before these 
can be implemented several questions must be answered. Among these are:
(1) What effects would the options of a set-aside program have on the 
supply and price of rice? The U. S. Department of Agriculture in 1979 
worked out five options on a possible set-aside and land diversion 
program for rice. The options ranged from a no land diversion program 
to a required set-aside of 10, 20 and 30 percent with no land diversion 
payment program. (2) How will a farmer-held reserve program for rice 
affect market prices and farmer’s income? The opening of a previously 
announced farmer-owned reserve program was re-announced on September 20, 
1978. The reserve program effectively isolates certain rice stocks from 
the market place while prices are at low levels. The impact of the 
reserve program as a marketing alternative is not yet known. (3) What 
effect will the Japanese dumping of rice on the world market at prices 
far below world levels have on the U. S. market? Faced with excessive 
rice stocks the government, of Japan began to export large supplies of 
rice in 1979. The U. S. has been one of the major exporters of rice. 
Therefore, the U. S. is concerned about the effect of this Japanese
rice dumping on U. S. rice exports and rice prices and farmer’s incomes.
Previous Research
Attempts to control the supply and price of grain have been numerous 
As far back as the fifth dynasty in Egypt, which historians place at 
about 2,830 B.C., there was inscribed on the tomb of the monarch Henku:
"I was Lord and overseer of southern grain in the nome."^ In the Bible 
there are many references which indicate Egypt was a granary with a 
plenteous store of grain.
In early history, several other governments such as China, Athens, 
Rome, the Dutch Republic, India, and England attempted market regula­
tions through the control of prices, but according to M. G. Lacey the 
only nations which enjoyed a bit of success were Egypt and China. Both 
countries looked at price fluctuations not as a disease, but as a symptom 
of a market ailment, and in their endeavors to cure the ill they gained 
control over supply and demand. The reason for such failures to control 
prices by other nations cannot be more aptly stated than by the words of 
M. G. Lacey: "That in attempting to ease the burdens of the people in
a time of high prices by artificially setting a limit to them, the 
people are not relieved but only exchange one set of ills for another 
which is greater. Among these are: (1) withholding of goods from market
(2) the dividing of a community into two hostile camps, one only of which 
considers that the government acts in its interest."7
In the late 1920's the U. S. embarked upon efforts at commodity 
price stabilization. In 192y the U. S. established the Federal Farm
^M. G. Lacey, Food Control During Forty-Six Centuries, American 
Meat Institute, 1973, p. 19.
7Ibid.
Board. The chief method used by the board for price stabilization was 
to acquire buffer stocks at relatively low costs in an effort to prevent 
price fluctuation. However, there was a diversity of opinion on the 
size of the stock to be held and when and how to release the stock when 
it had grown to an excess.
In 1932, C. E. Cambell studied factors affecting the price of rice. 
He concluded that the supply of rice exerts an influence on price 
through information in the mind of buyers and sellers of rice on the 
stocks available for satisfying their demands. He further stated that 
not only do United States stocks and potential supply have to be consid­
ered, but also the available supply and the probable future production 
of countries outside of the United States. Taken together, these supply
g
factors affect rice prices.
A study by Efferson (1944) on the proposed ceiling prices for 
rough rice in relation to costs of production and probable future pro­
duction trends in the Louisiana rice area, emphasized the importance of 
controlling supply and demand in an endeavor to allocate resources 
efficiently during World War II. It was stated that if too much rice 
was produced for domestic demands and the satisfaction of U. S. allies, 
or if men and materials were used inefficiently for rice production,
then it was considered wise to reduce the supply of rice and force the
9men and materials in other industries.
8Cambell, C. E., Factors Affecting the Price of Rice, Division of 
Statistic and Historical Research, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin, No. 297, April, 1932.
9Efferson, N. J., Analysis of the Proposed Ceiling Prices on Rough 
Rice in Relation to Costs of Production and Probable Future Production 
Trends in Louisiana, mimeographed circular No. 41, Department of Agricul­
tural Economics, Louisiana State University, March, 1944.
In 1958, John A. Kincannon made a statistical analysis of rice 
supply and demand before and after government programs. In his paper, 
he discussed the extent to which principal economic forces affect the 
demand and supply for rice, both foreign and domestic. He pointed out 
the need for information on the effects of government programs on the 
rice economy. Kincannon examined various market situations, with and 
without government intervention, and noted that it was very difficult 
for producers of an agricultural commodity to engage in an enterprise
that requires an investment as large as rice production if faced with
• ■ 10extreme variation m  rice prices.
In 1963, Warren R. Grant developed a model for estimating costs of 
government export programs for rice. In his study he stated that demand 
relationships for rice are usually complex, chiefly because domestic 
prices, world prices, and utilization in its several outlets were deter­
mined simultaneously, not only by the supply of rice, but also by certain 
demand shifting factors outside the rice market structure. He also 
indicated that rice prices depended on world demand and production."^
In another paper published by Grant in 1970, a model for evaluating 
government programs costs for rice was designed. In his study he con­
cluded that the entire support of producer incomes, above world price 
levels, could come from the domestic market. He said the burden of such
12a price support program would fall on the people of lower income levels.
^Kincannon, J. A., Statistical Analysis of Rice Supply and Demand 
Before and During Government Programs, Texas Agricultural Experiment 
Station, PM-273, April, 1958.
"^Grant, W. R., "A Model for Estimating Costs of Government Export 
Programs for Rice", Agricultural Economics Research, U.S.D.A., Vol. XIX, 
No. 3, July, 1963.
12Grant, W. R., "Application of an Economic Model for Evaluating 
Government Program Costs for Rice", American Journal of Agricultural Econ­
omics , Vol. 52, May, 1970.
Frederick V. Waugh in 1967 estimated desirable storage levels for 
a large number of farm commodities if certain levels of demand occurred, 
and if certain substitution possibilities existed. For the 1967 era, he 
estimated that 10 to 12 million hundredweight would be a satisfactory 
storage goal for rough rice.^
In 1971, Robert D. Fox developed a simulation model of the then 
current rice program in an effort to provide policy administrators and 
analysts of the United States Department of Agriculture with a tool for 
evaluating the future impact of alternative policy decisions on the oper­
ation of the rice subsector of the U. S. Agricultural economy. The main 
emphasis of the study was on developing the methodology for study of
commodity programs in general and the limited number of empirical results
14achieved were obtained on the basis of certain simplifying assumptions.
Luther Tweeten (1971) used simulation to evaluate the effects of 
three alternative wheat reserve management rules on selected wheat indus­
try variables. It was shown that there was no reserve policy which is 
optimal with regard to all objectives. However, it was concluded that it 
is possible to evaluate policies by their impact on the mean and variance 
of such variables as prices, income from wheat, stocks, and net social 
cost. (Net social cost is defined as the area between the demand and
13Waugh, F. V., "Reserve Stocks of Farm Products", Agricultural 
Policy: A Review of Programs, Vol. V, National Advisory Commission on
Food and Fiber, Washington, D.C., 1967, pp 3-52.
14Fox, R. D., Policy, Analysis and Simulation Modeling for Basic 
Grain Commodity Systems with Special Reference to Rice, unpublished, M.S. 
Thesis, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, 1971.
supply curves that is bounded on the left by the quantity actually 
utilized.)^
In an article published by Warren Grant and D. S. Moore on alter­
native government rice programs, strong appeal was made for the U. S. 
government to control prices through the control of supply. It was 
thought that the elimination of government controls for rice would 
cause significant adjustment problems and considerable economic stress 
for some rice producers.^
In recent years efforts have been made to affect market prices 
through the expansion of sales abroad. After a review of world rice
markets and major suppliers W. W. James (1972), stated that U. S. com-
17mercial rice markets depended on the policies adopted by the EEC.
However, promotional efforts by this country have also helped increase
overseas sales. N. J. Yashwant and others estimated a gross gain of
about 26 to 1, (returns to cost) through rice promotion in overseas 
18markets. They further stated that rice promotion by the U.S. appeared 
to increase rice import demands for the Middle East, Latin America and 
Surinam.
^Tweeten, K., D. Kalbfleisch and Y. C. Lu, An Economic Analysis of 
Carry-Over Policies for the United States Wheat Industry, Technical Bul­
letin T-132, Oklahoma State University, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
October, 1971.
16Grant, W. R., and D. S. Moore, An Alternative Government Rice 
Program: An Economic Evaluation, Agricultural Economic Report 187, Econ­
omic Research Service, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C., June, 1970.
^James, W. W., Review of World Markets and Major Suppliers, Foreign 
Agricultural Service, U.S.D.A., FAS-M-246, August, 1972.
18Yashwant, N. J., F. Stelly, and R. R. Wilson, "Import Demand for 
Rice in the EEC: Implications of U.S. Market Promotion", Southern Journal
of Agricultural Economics, July, 1972, pp 137-142.
Under the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
1954 (commonly referred to as P. L. 480), the American Rice Council in 
cooperation with the U. S. Foreign Agricultural Service and Trade Organi­
zations has been trying to maintain and expand sales of U. S. rice in 
foreign countries for the past decade. It was noted in Southern Cooper­
ative Series Bulletin No. 137 in 1967, that sales for foreign currencies 
under PL-480 account for substantial quantities of U. S. rice. Yashwant 
et al. (1972) observed that primary emphasis by the Rice Council on 
expansion of U. S. rice trade under PL-480 has been given to the EEC 
because about 25 percent of U. S. rice in 1968 was destined for the EEC 
market.
F. O'Carrol and H. D. Traylor in 1977 analyzed the extent to which 
the two goals, (1) stabilization of prices and income, and (2) the pre­
vention of the depletion of U. S. rice reserves, could be achieved by 
using price limits to manage reserves. They also analyzed the impact 
that target prices could have on the level and variability of producer’s 
income. In this study three different policies were analyzed: (1) the
"free market" policy where there was no government involved in the market, 
(2) managing reserves by means of price limits, and (3) target prices 
combined with the use of price limits. Numerous alternative price limit 
strategies were examined under the third model.
One of the conclusions reached was that the probability of running 
out of stocks is high under the current program. Under the 1975 program, 
there was a 34 percent chance that stocks would be depleted completely 
by the 1979 marketing year and a 42 percent chance by 1980. Overall 
chances for running out of stock for the 1975-1980 period were computed 
at 15 percent. A support price of $9.00 and a resale price of $12.00
would be required to reduce this probability to four percent.
Objectives
The general purpose of this study will be to measure the effects 
of selected factors, such as price changes, changes in supply and 
demand and changes in government programs and policies, on the market 
for rice in the U.S.
Specific objectives are:
(1) To update, improve, refine, and further test against recent 
and present behavior an econometric model of the U.S. rice industry 
previously developed in the Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness 
Department of Louisiana State University.
(2) To utilize the model obtained under objective 1 to quantita­
tively estimate the effects of alternative government programs and changes 
in the international rice market, on the U.S. rice market through the 
year 1985, such as: (a) The effect of a set-aside program ranging from 
no-land diversion to a program calling for a 30 percent required set- 
aside, (b) The effects of an eight million hundredweight on-farm storage 
system on rice prices, production and U.S. rice farmer's income, (c) The 
effects of Japanese dumping rice on the world market at prices far below 
world levels on U.S. rice prices, exports and rice farmer's income.
Government Policies and The Rice Industry
The U.S. rice industry has been highly regulated by government 
policies. However, the most recent regulations were aimed at stabilizing
19O'Carrol, F. and H. D. Traylor, An Economic Analysis of a Reserve 
Stock Program for Rice in the United States, Technical Publication, D.A.E. 
Research Report, No. 517, April, 1977, pg. 75.
farmer's income and rice prices. The regulations included controls 
on acreage planted, land set-aside programs, marketing quotas, govern­
ment reserve programs, and price limits. These controls were designed 
to allow the rice market to operate as a free market within the speci­
fied limits, with no buildup of surpluses or acute shortages of rice.
Some of the most effective legislations presently affecting the 
rice market are price limits, a reserve program and acreage allotments. 
The price limits set two bands, and upper and lower, with" which the 
market operates without government interference. The lower limit serves 
as a floor or support price. This floor is set to reflect the minimum 
average variable cost of production. A guaranteed minimum average price 
of rice help prevent the exodus of resource from the rice industry 
during bad marketing years.
The upper price limit or release level acts as a price ceiling. 
Should market price reach this ceiling, stocks of government owned rice 
are released into the market to lower the average market price toward 
equilibrium.
In this study, the price limits were set at the existing support 
and release levels. The support price was allowed to increase at a 
rate which is close to the rate of increase of the cost of production. 
The release level was set at 140 percent of the support price.
A Reserve Management Program
The rice reserve program allows rice to be placed in the hands of 
the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC). When the national average price 
of rice is below the release level farmers can take a loan from the CCC 
and pledge the rice as collateral. The size of the loan is the quantity
of eligible rice times the support price. If the price remains low or 
if a farmer desires he can allow the CCC to take title to the rice and 
thus cancel the loan. Should the average price reach the release price 
farmers can repay the loan and sell their rice on the market. If the 
price is at the release levels the CCC also sells rice which is in its 
stocks to drop the price back to equilibrium.
In this study no distiction is made between government, private 
and commercial stocks. It is assummed that all stocks are held by 
government. This results in government costs being exceedingly high when 
ending stocks are large. This is a serious limitation to tl "s study.
The rice reserve program has now been extended to an on farm or 
warehouse storage program. The on farm reserve program is under the 
control of the CCC. This program came into effect on October 18, 1978. 
Though a limit of eight million hundred weights can be stored on the 
farm, or in commercial warehouses, very little rice has been put under 
farmer held reserve in 1979.
Target prices
Target prices were introduced in 1977. The target price is used 
to calculate deficiency payments to increase income of rice allotment 
holders. Target prices are set to reflect variable costs, machinery 
costs and general overhead costs.
If the national average price of rice received by fanners during 
the first five months of the marketing year is below the target price, 
the allotment holder is entitled to a deficiency payment. The total 
amount of deficiency payments to the allotment holder is determined by 
multiplying the payment rate times the portion of the allotment planted
20to rice times the rice yield established for the farm.
Target prices were used in the study to calculate deficiency pay­
ments to farmers. The initializing value used in the simulation model 
was that of 1978. The target price is expected to increase at a rate 
which reflects production costs.
Acreage Allotments
Each year the Secretary of Agriculture is required to announce a 
national acreage allotment. Under this arrangement, producers are 
assigned specified acreages which they cannot exceed if they wish to be 
eligible for price supports. The acreage allotted to each farmer is 
based on the acreage of rice and allotments previously established. It 
also depends on the other factors such as abnormal conditions affecting 
acreage, availability of land, labor, and equipment; crop rotation prac­
tice and type of soil.
The national allotment is based on the amount of rice required to 
satisfy domestic and export demand. The total demand is divided by the 
expected yield to obtain the required acreage. In the past year, the 
total acreage allotment has been 1.8 million acres. This 1.8 million 
acres is used in the study to calculate the maximum amount of deficiency 
payments to be paid out to farmers by government.
An Outline of the Study 
Chapter 2 of this study presents a brief discussion on procedures 
for estimating demand and supply curves.
20The farm payment yield in any one year is based on the farm's 
actual yield per harvested acre for the three previous years.
Chapter 3 deals with model specification. It discusses the econo­
metric model and presents the variables which affect the demand for and 
supply of rice.
Chapter 4 gives the estimates of the statistical models with a 
discussion on the magnitude of the effects of certain predetermined 
variables on the demand for and supply of rice.
Chapter 5 discusses the simulation model and results from the 
predictions made. It analyzes the effects of certain government pro­
grams on the rice market.
Chapter 6 discusses the results and draws conclusions from the 
results.
Chapter 2
STATISTICAL DEMAND AND SUPPLY CURVES
One of the most common approaches to the determination of demand 
and supply functions is to use time series analysis. In this approach, 
data recorded of quantity and price are used to obtain either a demand 
or supply curve.
The best known technique of obtaining a demand or supply equation 
(curve) is the method of ordinary least squares. In this process the 
object is to find that line which fits a set of data points such that 
the sum of the squares of the vertical deviations (distances) from the 
points to the line is as small as possible.
The equation of the line may be expressed in functional form such 
as y = f(x). Here y is the dependent variable and x is the independent 
variable. We cannot expect a perfect explanation, and hence we write 
y = f(x) + u, where u is a random variable called residual or error.
The error arises from measurement errors in y or imperfections in the 
specification of the function f(x). The errors could also arise from 
the aggregation of the data or omission of variables from the function.
The linear regression model is based on certain assumptions some 
of which refer to the distribution of the random variable u, some to 
the relationship between u and the explanatory variables, and finally 
some refer to the relationship between the explanatory variables them­
selves. These assumptions are: (1) u^ is a random real variable,
(2) the mean value of u in any particular period is zero, (3) the 
variance of u^ is constant in each period, (A) the variable u^ has a 
normal distribution, (5) the random terms of different observations
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(u^,u^) are independent, (6) the random variable u^ is independent of
the explanatory variable, (7) the explanatory variables are measured
without error, and (8) the explanatory variables are not perfectly
linearly correlated.
When ordinary least squares (OLS) is applied to demand or supply
equation it is assumed that the explanatory variables are exogenous,
that is, there is one way causation between the dependent variable y
21and the explanatory x ’s. If this is not true, application of this
22method yields biased and inconsistent estimates.
Another assumption made in the application of ordinary least
squares (OLS) is that the explanatory variables are independent of the
residual u. Sometimes, in demand and supply models this assumption is
violated. The random variable in the demand function corresponds to
shifts in the demand function, and unless supply is completely inelastic,
a shift in the demand function changes both quantity and price. The
solution in this case is to bring the supply equation into the picture.
When both demand and supply models are determined jointly such models
23are known as simultaneous equation models.
Given the nature of economic phenomena, it is almost certain that 
any equation will belong to a wider system of simultaneous equations.
21An endogenous variable in a system of equations influences the 
value of other variables in the system and is itself determined by the 
variables in the model. An exogenous, or predetermined variable in a 
system of equations influences the value of some other variables in the 
system but is itself determined entirely by factors outside the model.
^^Koutsoyiannis, A., Theory of Econometrics, (USA Harper and Row 
Publishers, Inc., Barnes and Nobles Import Division, 1973) pp. 48-65.
23Maddala, G. S., Econometrics, (USA - New York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1977) pp. 220-242.
When there is a system of simultaneous equations the use of OLS may not 
be an appropriate technique in the solution of these equations. For 
example, if we have three equations representing our market equilibrium;
QD = bo + b ip + u *
Qs = aQ + + v.
QD = QS
QD = quantity demanded
Qg = quantity supplied
P = price
There are three equations and three endogenous variables (QD »QS ,P). 
The model is complete. The model is complete if it contains at least as 
many independent equations as endogenous variables. The problem is, the 
quantity demanded is a function of price, and quantity supplied is also 
a function of price. Quantity demanded equals quantity supplied. Can 
we, therefore, identify demand or supply at equilibrium?
Identification
An equation is identified provided it is not possible to derive, by
linear combinations of some or all the equations of the system, another
equation that contains exactly the same variables as the equation being 
24considered. A model is said to be identified if it has a unique 
statistical form, enabling unique estimates of its parameters to be 
subsequently made from sample data. An equation is said to be under­
identified if its statistical form is not unique. A system is under­
identified if one or more of its equations are underidentified. If an
24Klein, L. R., "An Introduction to Econometrics", (N. J. - Ingle­
wood Cliffs, Prentice - Hall Inc; 1962) pp. 13.
equation is underidentified it is impossible to estimate all its param­
eters with any econometric technique. If the equation has a unique 
statistical form it is identified. It may be exactly identified or 
overidentif ied.
Thera are two ways of identification, the order and rank condition. 
The order condition, which is a necessary condition for identification, 
states that for an equation to be identified the total number of varia­
bles excluded from it, but included in other equations must be at least 
as great as the number of equations of the system less one. The rank 
condition states that in a system of G equations any particular equation 
is identified if and only if it is possible to construct at least one 
non-zero determinant of order (G-l) from the coefficients of the variables 
excluded from the particular equation but contained in the other equa­
tions of the model.
It is already emphasized that ordinary least squares method of 
estimation applied to structural equations of a simultaneous system in 
general leads to inconsistent estimates. Therefore, the problem is to 
find methods of estimating simultaneous equation systems. There are 
many ways, among which are two and three stage least squares techniques. 
Equations that are exactly or overidentified can be solved with two 
stage least squares. Equations must be overidentified to be solved with 
three stage least squares.
Two Stages Least Squares
The two stage least squares method is simple and easy to apply. It 
is a single equation method being applied to one equation of the system 
at a time. Two stage least squares (2SLS) aims at the elimination, as 
far as possible, of the simultaneous equation bias. The source of bias
is the existence of endogenous variables in the set of explanatory 
variables of the function.
The first stage of the analysis is the computation of the OLS 
regression of y ’s, the endogenous variable on the exogenous or pre­
determined variable. The reduced form of the equation is first deter­
mined in order to obtain an exact estimate and the random components 
of the endogenous variables.
L  - B12Y2 +  nilZl +  "l2Z2 + U1 '
Y2 " B21Y1 + n23Z3 + n24Z4 + U2 '
Here and are the endogenous variables and Z^, Z y  and Z^ are
the exogenous variables. In the first stages Y^ and are regressed 
on Z^, Zgt Z^t Z^. Y^ and the estimated values of Y^ and Y^ respec­
tively, are determined from these reduced form equations. In the second
Astage of the two stage least squares, Y^ is regressed on Y^, Z^, and
A
'?2 on Y^, Z y  Z^. -The basic idea in two stage least squares is to sub­
stitute linear functions of the endogenous variables for endogenous
o cvariables which are correlated with the residuals.
Two stage least squares is based on certain assumptions (1) the 
disturbance term upholds the characteristic assumptions of ordinary 
least squares, (2) the error term of the reduced equation also is sub­
jected to the assumptions of OLS, (3) the explanatory variables are not 
perfectly multicollinear, (4) the model specification is correct so far 
as the exogenous variables are concerned, and, (5) the sample is large 
enough and that the number of observations is greater than the number 
of predetermined variables in the structural system.
250p Cit, See "Econometrics" pg. 231-232.
The 2SLS method yields consistent estimates under conditions in 
which the classical least squares method fails. It assumes knowledge 
of all the predetermined variables of the complete system of simultan­
eous equations. The method is fairly simple in conception and compu­
tation.
Three Stage Least Squares 
Three stage least squares (3SLS) is a systems method, that is, it 
is applied to all the equations of the model at the same time and gives 
estimates of all the parameters simultaneously. It involves the appli­
cation of the method of OLS in three successive stages. It utilizes 
more information than the single equation technique, that is it takes 
into account the entire structure of the model with all the restrictions 
that this structure imposes on the values of the parameters.
The first two stages are the same as 2SLS, except we deal with 
reduced form of all the equations of the system. The third stage in­
volves the application of generalized least squares, that is, the appli­
cation of least squares to a set of transformed equations, in which the 
transformation required is obtained from the reduced form residuals of 
the previous stage.
The assumptions of the three stage least squares are (1) the com­
plete specification of the entire system is correctly known, (2) the 
random term of each equation is serially independent and (3) the random 
variables of various relationships of the system are contemporaneously 
dependent and the system is overidentified.
The 3SLS estimates are biased but consistent. The estimates are 
more asymptotically efficient than 2SLS, since in their estimation more
information is used than in 2SLS.
Two and Three Stage Least Squares Applied to the Rice Market Model 
The total supply of U.S. rice is the sum of current production plus 
carryover stock from the preceding year. Production is a function of 
acreage times yield. The supply function can, therefore, be implicitly 
defined as:
S = PRODUS + ES 
PRODUS = APUS + YLDUS
APUS = f (FP x T,U)
YLDUS = f(APUS, FP, ..., U) 
where:
S = total supply of rough rice in million metric tons in the U.S. 
in a given year.
PRODUS = production of rough rice in million metric tons in the U.S. in 
a given year.
ES = million hundredweights of rough rice in government and private 
hands at the end of the marketing year.
APUS = acreage planted in thousands of acres in the U.S. in a given 
year.
FP = the average price of rough rice in dollars per hundred weight
received by farmers during the marketing year.
T = a variable for time trend, T = 56 in 1956 ...... and T = 79 in
1979.
U «= error term.
The total demand function is the sum of domestic demand and export demand. 
The total demand function can therefore be explicitly defined as:
TOTDEM = QDOM + QEXP
QDOM - f(FP, ... T, U)
QEXP = f(FP, ... T, U)
where:
TOTDEM « total demand of U.S. rice in million metric tons in any 
given year.
QDOM = the quantity of rough rice used for domestic, industry 
and seed purposes in a given year, in million hundred 
weights.
QEXP = the quantity of rice exported (total government and com­
mercial) by the United States in million hundred weights 
of rough rice equivalent in a given year.
The supply and demand models are written with quantity demanded or 
supplied as a function of price. The yield function is a function of 
price and both the domestic and export demands are functions of price. 
Furthermore, in the yield model APUS is an endogenous variable in the 
acreage planted equation, and also an independent variable in the yield 
model. Since both supply and demand are functions of price and one of 
the endogenous variables is also and exogenous variable there is bound 
to be a problem of simultaneity. These set of equations of demand and 
supply can thus be considered as a simultaneous equation system.
Ordinary least squares method of estimation applied to structural 
equations of a simultaneous system of equations leads to inconsistent 
estimates. Therefore, it is necessary to apply two and three stage 
least squares techniques to our set of market model equations to improve 




The primary purpose of this chapter is to isolate the socio­
economic factors that affect the supply and demand of United States 
rice. Supply and demand models will be formulated to represent the U.S. 
rice market. Selection of the variables to be included in these models 
will be based on relevant economic and socio-logical concepts, previous 
research studies, and empirical observations. For the purpose of this 
study only the five major rice producing states, Arkansas, California, 
Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi, will be considered.
Supply
A standard approach in empirical supply analysis is to estimate 
a static function with single equation techniques. Quantity supplied 
is a function of price. However, in this model total supply is the 
sum of the amount produced in the current year plus the ending stock 
of the previous year. Rice production equals acreage planted times 
yield. Therefore, models will be formulated separately for acreage 
planted and yield.
Area Planted
The area planted is postulated to be a function of several factors, 
such as the expected price of rice, the support price, the price of com­
peting crops, the previous years acreage planted, the state of technology, 
weather and diseases. The acreage planted also depends on the amount 
of stored rice carried over from the preceding year.
The area of rice planted was restrained by Government programs 
from 1955 through 1973 to prevent large surpluses. Marketing quotas
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were suspended in 1974 and subsequent years, resulting in a sharp 
rise in national acreage of rice. Rice acreages expanded dramatically 
in some regions with the suspension of quotas, while other regions 
changed very little. It would seem logical, therefore, to consider 
acreage planted as a predetermined variable in the model. But, on the 
other hand, since the administrators would have included the economic 
variables considered by farmers in planting rice in the implementation 
of a quota system, acreage planted is considered an endogenous variable.
Area planted is assumed to be influenced by the price the farmer 
expects to receive for his rice. A rational farmer who anticipates an 
above normal price for his rice will expand his acreage so as to 
increase his total revenue. On the other hand, if the farmer expects a 
price below normal his acreage planted will be low. Farmers can 
estimate expected price from several sources. These may be the level 
of price support, the target price, or an anticipated effective price 
for the preceding year. The previous years price is usually used in 
dynamic models as the expected price.
The acreage of rice planted can be considered a habitual practice 
of farmers. The farmer can develop a preference for growing rice 
because of natural disposition, already acquired knowledge and skill, 
or because of restraints brought about by soil quality. Over-head 
expense might be a factor which limits the farmer's flexibility in 
moving from one crop to another. Therefore, acreage planted in one 
year is influenced by the farmer’s previous planting.
A large carry over stock of rice from one year to the next is a 
good indicator that the supply of rice was greater than the total 
quantity demanded in a given year. A large ending stock transmits a
signal to the fanners that they should plant less rice so as not to 
create a glut on the market. Therefore, a large ending stock has a 
negative effect on the acreage planted of rice.
Rice competes with other crops such as soybeans and cotton for 
the same type of land and similar machinery complements. Therefore, 
the prices of these competing crops influence acreage of rice planted.
A high price of soybeans relative to that of rice means that more 
soybeans will be planted and less rice. Similarly, a high price of rice 
relative to that of its competitors means more rice will be planted and 
less of the other crops.
The state of technology changes over time. The state of technology 
can be expressed by trend variables.
The acreage of rice planted in the U.S. can be stated as the summa­
tion of the acreage in the five major producing states.
APUS = (APAK + APCAL + APLA + APMISS + APTEX)










APUS = acreage of rice planted in the United States in a given 
year in thousands of acres.
APAK = acreage of rice planted in Arkansas in a given year in 
thousands of acres.
APCAL 05 acreage of rice planted in California in a given year
in thousands of acres.
APLA = acreage of rice planted in Louisiana in a given year in
thousands of acres.
APMISS = acreage of rice planted in Mississippi in a given year
in thousands of acres.
APTEX = acreage of rice planted in Texas in a given year in
thousands of acres.
FP = the weighted average price of rough rice in dollars per
hundred weight received by farmers during the marketing 
year.
FP = the price received for competing crops during the market­
ing year.
ES = the number of millions of hundred weight of rough rice
in government and private hands at the end of the mar­
keting year. The beginning stock for the current year 
is, therefore, ES^
T = a variable for time trend, T = 56 in 1956, ..., and
T = 79 in 1979.
t = the current year.
i = states
Yield
Factors influencing yeild may be grouped as those affecting yield 
within a given year, those affecting long-term yield levels, and those 
affecting yield between areas. The short term factors include growth 
characteristics of the plant, management and weather. The long term 
variations include production techniques, quality research, the effec­
tive dissemination of the research, technology and plant breeding. The 
regional influences are due mainly to varietal differences and length 
of growing season.
The average yield per acre during 1974-1979 ranged from 3,778 
pounds in Louisiana to 5,608 pounds per acre in California. Per-acre
yield during this same period averaged 4,515 pounds in Arkansas,
4,577 pounds in Texas, and 4,225 pounds in Mississippi (Appendix A,
Table 3). The average yield per acre in each state varies greatly with
the variety planted in each region.
The yield is also influenced by the acreage of rice planted. As
more and more lands are brought into production, the yield per acre is
expected to decrease. This could be a result of inclusion of less
productive lands in the total acreage planted as well as the wide
distribution of managerial effort over large areas.
A high price means that farmers are able to increase the intensity 
of production so as to reap higher profits. As the farmers anticipate 
high price increases they are expected to use higher levels of fertili­
zer, pesticides and to put more effort into improving yields.
Weather is a major determinant of yield. Rice varieties require 
a fixed number of accumulative temperature units for each stage of plant 
development and a certain amount of sunlight during the reproductive 
and maturative stages. Daylength, maximum sunlight intensity, cloud 
cover, and mutual shading among plants influence sunlight availability 
to plants. Rainfall distribution affects rice yield tremendously.
Yield is adversly affected when rainfall delays optimum seeding rate. 
Rainfall coupled with winds can have a devastating effect during harvest 
time.
The state of technology has influenced the mode of harvest. The 
state of technological change is represented by a trend variable.
The average yield per acre of U.S. rice is taken as the average 
yields of the major producing states.
YLDUS - (YLDAK + YLDCAL + YLDLA + YLDMISS + YLDTEX) /5 ;
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yield of rough rice in hundred weight 
in Texas in a given year.
per acre
APUS = acreage planted in thousands of acres in a given year.
W = a variable for weather.
T = a time trend variable.
i ss states.
Demand
The U.S. consumes about 40 percent of the rice it produces and 
exports 60 percent. Direct-food use, processed-food use, and beer 
nre the three main channels of domestic consumption. Though the demand 
for rice in the United States is largely at the consumer level, this
study is concerned with demand at the farm level.
Domestic Demand
The theory of demand states that when the price of a commodity 
falls (rises), other things remaining the same, the quantity demanded of 
the commodity rises (falls). An increase in demand indicates consumers 
are willing and able to buy more at each price. A decrease in demand 
indicates they are willing and able to buy less at each price. Changes 
in demand are represented by shifts in the demand curve; changes in 
quantity demanded are shown by movements along the original demand 
curve.
The domestic demand for rice is affected by per capita disposable 
income of the United States, the price of substitute products, people’s 
tastes and preferences and population of the U.S. These parameters 
dictate the position of the demand curve, while the price of rice affects 
the movement up and down the demand curve.
U.S. rice prices have been heavily influenced by government programs 
since 1950. However, the rapid increases in rice prices in 1972 plus 
a change in the U.S. rice program has made domestic price levels more 
market oriented. It is, therefore, expected that the quantity of rice 
demanded is inversely related to the price of rice.
A high level of income, prices remaining constant, is an indica­
tion that the consumer is able to buy more rice. Therefore, for most 
commodities, an increase in per capita disposable income has a positive 
effect on the amount bought. It is expected that the quantity of rice 
bought will vary directly with income.
The forms in which rice is presented on the market has been 
increasing rapidly. The use of rice in processed foods includes that 
for cereals, soups, baby foods and package mixes. It means that rice 
competes with cereals and other carbohydrate foods of similar quality 
for the consumer’s dollar. Therefore, the price of these competing pro­
ducts will have a positive effect on the quantity of rice demanded.
Average annual per capita rice consumption for direct food use 
has been on the increase. As the population increases more rice is 
required to satisfy peoples needs. It is expected that population has 
a positive effect on the amount of rice demanded.
There are regional growth patterns in the consumption of rice.
People who have developed a taste for rice consume it regularly. But 
others have to be introduced to the product through promotional 
strategies. When a person has developed a preference for rice his demand 
becomes habitual. An acquired taste for rice means that it would require 
a transitional period for one to change from rice to another commodity. 
The persons preference, based on past consumption, will determine the 
amount of rice he demands. A model for the domestic demand can be rep­
resented by this function:











QDOM = the quantity of rough rice used for domestic, industry 
and seed purposes in a given year, in million hundred 
weights.
FP the average price of rough rice in dollars per hundred 
weight received by farmers during the marketing year.
Yd the index of per capita disposable personal income in 
the United States (1972=100).
POPUS = population of the United States in millions, in a given 
year.
FPc the average price of competing crops in a given year.
Export Demand
The growth in the U.S. rice industry is highly dependent on exports. 
A large part of U.S. rice export sales are made under government programs. 
The rest is sold on the open market.
The Quantity of rice demanded in the export market is dependent 
on the price of rice, the production of rice in rice importing countries, 
the income levels of these countries and several other international 
factors.
As the U.S. price of rice increases, other things being equal, 
importing countries reduce amount demanded. This is because of a 
relative price change. The price of other goods become relatively 
cheaper and real income changes.
An increase in the per capita income of countries means that these
countries are able to spend more on food. The food importing countries
buy more from abroad to meet the needs of their people as per capita
income increases. Therefore, an increase in per capita disposable in­
come has a positive effect on the quantity of rice exported.
Some Asian countries import U.S. rice when production is low in 
these countries, but when production is high imports are cut to minimal
amounts. It is expected that variation in U.S. rice exports depends 
on the production of rice in export and import competing countries.
International conditions affect the amount of rice taken by rice 
importing countries. Such factors include the value of the U.S. 
dollar, the rise in population in major rice importing countries, 
changes in government and other social and institutional factors.
The export model for U.S. rice can therefore be represented by 
this function:





the quantity of rice exported (the total government and com­
mercial) by the United States in million hundred weights of 
rough rice equivalent in a given year.
index of per capita disposable income of rice of importing 
countries in a given year.




Other independent variables could be added to the model to increase 
the coefficient of determination. A theoretical limit to the inclusion 












the data, which determines the available degrees of freedom. When time 
series data are used, multicollinearity problems are often introduced 
when too many explanatory variables are included. Multicollinearity is 
a problem resulting from violation of one of the assumptions of OLS, 
that the explanatory variables are independent of each other. Therefore, 
the explanatory variables must be carefully selected so as to limit the 
degree of multicollinearity.
The choice of variables for acreage planted models was based on the 
availability of data from 1955-1979. The explanatory variables were also 
chosen on the grounds of empirical observation and economic theory. The 
variables that were found to have significant impact on acreage planted 
were incorporated into the models. The price of competing crops was 
omitted because the competition for the resources used by these crops, 
such as soybeans and cotton, vary. In fact, soybeans and rice are con­
sidered as supplementary crops by some farmers. These farmers grow rice 
and soybeans in rotation to control pests and diseases.
The dummy variable which is included for 1972 and 1973 is to remove 
the effect of the sudden change in price during the period. The dummy 
variable for 1978 to 1979 is included because of sudden changes in acre­
age planted. The big increase in acreage planted could have resulted 
from the farmers latent adjustment to decontrolled acreage. In 1974, 
marketing quotas were suspended; therefore, a big increase in acreage 
planted was expected in subsequent years. The increase was not immediate 
since the farmers needed time to expand and make adjustments to their 
fixed capital. The big increase in acreage planted occurred in 1978-1979.
In the yield model explanatory variables such as weather, management 
and technology could not be easily accounted for and were excluded. There 
Is no available general index of weather in the rice growing states.
Secondly, even if there was an index of weather it is not easy to pre­
dict the yield of rice using this variable. Good weather might occur 
in one state and bad weather in another.
The variable for taste and preference was excluded in the demand 
model because of multicollinearity problems. The change in technology 
is accounted for in the trend variable.
In the export demand model such variables as production in the 
rice importing countries and other international factors were omitted 
because of lack of accurate and reliable information. Secondly, the 
pattern of U.S. rice export distribution has not been consistent. In 
some years some countries take a large amount of U.S. rice, while in 
other years these same countries import very little. The failure to 
represent the influence of international factors is a serious limitation 
of the model.
The total supply of rice is the sum of the production of rice in 
the U.S. in each major producing state in a given year plus the carry 
over stock from the preceding year.
Supply
S = PRODUS + ES
S = total supply in million metric tons in one year.
PRODUS = production of rice in million metric tons in the U.S. in a 
given year.
Production of rice in each state is a function of the acreage planted
times the yield.
PRODUS = nI5 PRD.
i=l *
PRD = production of rice in million metric tons in one of the major 
rice producing states, in a given year.
APR = acreage planted in thousands of acres in a major rice 
producing state in a given year.
YLD = yield in hundredweight in a major rice producing state 
in a given year.
The acreage planted models of each state are:
The total demand is the sum of domestic demand and export demand. 
TOTDEM = (QDOM + QEXP)
TOTDEM = total demand of U.S. rice in million metric tons in any
QEXP = b2u + b 21FP + b ^ D D  + U2 .
FpW = the price of wheat per hundredweight in dollars in a given year.
APAK = bu  + + b..DA + b.CDB + U. 14 15 1
APCAL = b„n + b01APCAL .2U 21 t-I + b24DA + b25DB + U2
APLA - b ^  + b ^ A P L A ^ + b. .DA + b.,,DB + U„ 34 35 3
APHISS = b.„ + b.-APMISS 40 41
APTEX = b5Q + b51APTEXt_1 + b-.DA + b ccDB + U,. 54 55 5
The statistical yield models are:
YLDAK = b,n + b,.APAK + b,„T + b,0TT + U.60 61 62 63 6
YLDCAL = b y0 + b 7lAPCAL + b ^ T  + b ^ T T  + U?
YLDLA = b 8Q + bglAPLA + b ^ T  + b ^ T T  + Ug
YLDMISS = b9Q + b91APMISS + b ^ T  + b ^ T T  + Ug .
YLDTEX = b 10Q + b 101APTEX + b ^ T  + b ^ T T  +
Demand
given year
QDOM - b 1Q + b ^ F P  + b 12YD + b13P0PUS + bl4FPW + ^
DD = a dummy variable equal to 0 except in 1956 and 1974, when it 
was equal to 1.
DA = a dummy variable for 1972 and 1973. Equal to 1 if year less 
than 1973 and 0 if equal to or greater than year 1972.
DB = a dummy variable for 1978 to 1979 equal to 0 if year less than
1978 and 1 if equal to or greater than year 1978.
T - 56 in 1956, ..., and 79 in 1979.
TT = T squared.
Chapter 4 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter the results of the statistical analysis will be 
presented. The statistical estimates of the parameters of the supply 
and demand equations, based on data for the period 1956 to 1979, will 
be determined. The estimates of the parameters represent the behavior 
of the rice market. It is assumed that the rice market will continue 
to behave in a similar manner; therefore, these equations can be used 
to predict the future course of events in the rice market.
Estimation Procedure
Multiple linear regression models of acreage planted and yield 
were developed for each state. OLS was also used to obtain the equations 
for domestic and export demand. After the independent variables were 
selected for each model, the linear models were determined using three 
stage model systems to derive consistent estimates.
Results
The results of the ordinary least squares given in Table 3 will 
be discussed first. Since the two stage least squares is a stage in 
the process of obtaining the estimates of the three stage least squares, 
they will not be discussed. However, estimates of two stage least 
squares are given in Appendix C, Table 1. The results of the three 
stage least squares will be discussed.
The OLS models will be evaluated based on these criteria: (1) the
2coefficient of multiple determination (R ), (2) the level of statistical
significance of the coefficient, (3) and whether the magnitudes and
signs of the coefficients conform to those which may be expected on an
40
a priori basis, or on the basis of experience with market behavior.
2The coefficient of multiple determination (R ) measures the extent
to which a linear multiple regression equation fits the observed data.
This can be explained by the ratio of the associated variation to the
total variation in the dependent variable. For example, with a perfect
fit, 100 percent of the variation in the dependent variable would be
2explained by the independent variables. A high R is desirable, but
2an equation with a low R significantly different from zero is not 
likely to be rejected if it performs well in relation to the other 
critera.
The standard deviation of the distribution of the b's is called the 
standard error of the coefficient b. The standard errors of the coeffi­
cients (Table 3) are used to determine the statistical significance of 
the coefficients to be evaluated. The t-value for each coefficient 
nay be calculated by dividing the coefficient by its standard error. 
Statistical significance according to an arbitrarily chosen level may 
be used to indicate which of the less important variables ought to be 
retained. However, lack of significance according to that level need 
not be cause for rejection of a variable that is essential to the 
simulation.
The models obtained from the 3SLS model system will be evaluated 
on the basis of: (1) the level of statistical significance of the co­
efficients, and (2) whether the magnitudes and signs of the coefficients 
conform to those which may be expected on an a priori basis, or on the 
basis of experience of market behavior. The probability level of accep­
tance will also be given.
















Variables, Coefficients and ("t" For HO: R = 0)
1 1 <3 .01 7 + 0.630 APAKt_j - 1.030ES + 22. 764Fl>t_! - 351.433DA + 276.4470R
(1.17) (6.86)
59.390 + 0 .182APCAE 
(0.43) (1.36)
402.399 + 0.234APIA 
(6.26) (1.94)
285.586 + 0.3V7APTEX 
(4.30) (2.79)
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-103.002 + 3.975T - 0.025TT
(2.22) (2.87) (2.42)
-173.606 + 5.676T - 0.038TT 
(4.54) (4.97) (4.50)
-327.397 - 0.020APTEX + 10.394T 
(3.48) (0.84) (3.59)








Table 3. Cont._____Estimates of the Structural Equations Using OLS____________________________ _____________________________ _
Equation Endogenous 2
Number____________ Variable________________ Variables, Coeffi cients and ("T" For HO: R j  0)___     R_
11.
12.
QDOM -9.056 - 0.766FP + 0.179P0PUS + 0.097YD + 1.883FPW 
(0.85) (1.76) (2.83) (3.95) (1.55)
i
QEXP -128.753 - 1.866FP + 2.791T - 15.6421)1)








APAK Acreage of rice planted in Arkansas in a given year in thousands of acres.
APCAL Acreage of rice planted in California in a given year in thousands of acres.
APLA Acreage of rice planted in Louisiana in a given year in thousands of acres.
APTEX Acreage of rice planted in Texas in a given year in thousands of acres.
APMISS Acreapg of rice planted in Mississippi in a given year in thousands of acres.
FP The weighted average price of rough rice in dollars per hundred weight received h y  farmers during L h o  marketing year.
DA A dummy variable for trend for 1972 to 1973.
DB A dummy variable for trend for 1978 to 1979.
DT A dummy variable for trend for 1968 to 1969, 1973 to 1975 and 1978 to 1979.
YLDAK Average yield in hundred weights of rough rice per acre planted in Arkansas.
YLDCAL Average yield in hundred weights of rough rice per acre planted in California.
YLDLA Average yield in hundred weights of rough rice per acre planted in Louisiana.
YLDTEX Average yield in hundred weights of rough rice per acre planted it: Texas.
YLDM1SS Average yield in hundred weights of rough rice per acre planted In Mississippi.
ODOM The quantity of rough rice used for domestic, industry and seed purposes in a given year In million hundredweights•
Yd The index of per capita disposable personal income in the United States (1972 = 100).
POPUS Population of the United States, in millions in a given year.
FPW The average price per bushel of wheat for a given year.
QEXP The quantity of rice exported (the total government and commercial) hy (he United States in million 
equivalent in a given year.
hundredweights of rough rice
DD Dummy variable equal to zero except in 1956 and 1976, when it was equal In 1.
T Time trend.
TT Time squared. ... ....
-PU
Acreage Planted Models
Table 3 shows the results of the equations of acreage planted by
states. The numbers in parentheses under the coefficients are the "t"
values. At the 10 percent level all coefficients of the acreage planted
models were significnat with the exceptions of ending stock for Arkansas,
acreage planted lagged one year and time trend for California, price
lagged one year for Louisiana, price lagged one year for Texas and ending
stock lagged one year for Mississippi. All variables have expected signs.
In the Arkansas model the regression of acreage planted on
the selected independent variables explained 98 percent of the variation
2in acreage planted (R = .98), while in Mississippi and California the
2variation in the independent variables explained 95 percent (R = .95) and 
290 percent (R = .90), respectively, in the dependent variable. The
2variation in the explanatory variables only explained 77 percent (R = .77)
2and 83 percent (R = .83) in the dependent variables for the Texas and 
Louisiana models, respectively.
In all five models the acreage planted in a given year was positively 
related to acreage planted the previous year. This could be a reflection 
of the farmer's habitual practices, or his preference for growing rice.
It could also be an indication of the fixity of capital resources in 
rice cultivation and the variation of the services of these fixed 
resources in the short run. In the short run the farmer is stocked with 
a given level of machinery, equipment and land, but he can use the 
machinery and equipment for longer hours while including more land in 
his production system.
The ending stock on hand has a negative influence on the acreage 
planted. If there is a large amount of stock on hand, the farmer will 
tend to plant less rice. The rational farmer would tend to cut supplies
in order to raise prices on the market.
Price lagged one year, ending stocks and acreage planted, held at 
average levels, were positively related to acreage planted. The price 
lagged one year represents the price the farmer expects in the current 
year. Therefore, if the farmer expects a high price (which he expects 
to prevail over time), he is apt to increase his acreage planted to 
increase his revenue. In Arkansas, California and Mississippi price 
changes significantly affected acreage planted. Price had no signifi­
cant effect on acreage planted in Louisiana and Texas. This can be 
seen by the "tH values in the equation in Table 3.
Two dummy variables were included in the Arkansas, California and 
Mississippi models for the year 1972 to 1973 and 1978 to 1979. During 
1972 to 1973 there were sudden changes in rice price due to forces out­
side of the rice market. In 1978 to 1979 there were sudden jumps in 
acreage planted in all three states. Hence, dummy variables were used 
to account for the shocks in the market. A dummy variable was used to 
account for major changes in government rice programs and policies. The 
dummy variable DT was given the value of one for 1968, 1969, 1974, 1975, 
1978, and 1979, otherwise it was given a value of zero.
Yield
Individual yield models were formulated for each state. In the 
Arkansas and Mississippi models yield per acre was found to be highly 
related to acreage planted. If acreage increased in Arkansas and 
Mississippi, the yield of rice decreased significantly. In Texas an 
increase in acreage also resulted in a decrease in yield, but the 
decrease in yield was not significant. Acreage planted had no signi­
ficant effect on yield in Louisiana. Therefore, acreage planted was not
included as an independent variable in the California and Louisiana 
models. All variables had the expected signs.
The selected independent variables, acreage planted and time trend,
2 2 accounted for 93 percent (R = .93), 74 percent (R = .74) and 81 percent
2(R = .81) of the variation in the dependent variable in the Arkansas,
Texas and Mississippi models, respectively. The variation in the inde-
2 2 pendent variables explained 84 (R = .84) and 86 (R - .86) percent of
the variation in the dependent variables in the California and Louisiana
models, respectively.
An explanatory variable, time trend squared, was used in all models
with the exception of Mississippi. It was thought that yield increased
at a decreasing rate in the short run. The variable time squared was
negatively related to yield which is an indication of the decline in
the rate of increase in yield overtime.
Domestic Demand
Results of the domestic demand model shown in Table 3 show that 
quantity demanded of rice was negatively related to price. If price in­
creased by one dollar, quantity demanded in the domestic market would 
drop by .77 million hundredweights. The price of wheat was positively 
related to the quantity of rice taken on the market. If the price of 
wheat increased by one dollar, quantity demanded of rice increased by 
1.88 million hundredweights. This positive relationship shows the sub­
stitutability of wheat for rice. Consumers, faced with a given level of 
income, will tend to shift their consumption from wheat to rice as the 
price of wheat increases since rice becomes the relatively cheaper good.
Population and per capita disposable income were positively related 
to the quantity demanded of rice. As population and per capita income
increased the quantity of rice demanded increased. All the variables 
had the expected signs and all were significant at the 10 percent 
level with the exception of the price of wheat.
The regression of quantity demanded of rough rice on the selected 
independent variables accounted for 94 percent (R = .94) of the variation 
in the dependent variable.
Export Demand
Only the average annual price of rice and time trend significantly
influenced the export market of rice. The selected independent variables,
average price of rice, time trend and a dummy variable for the years
21956 and 1974, explained 92 percent (R = .92) of the total variation in
the export demand for rice. All variables were significant at the 10
percent level (a = .1).
All variables had the expected signs. Average price of rice was
negatively related to the quantity of rice exported. If the annual
average price per hundredweight of rough rice increased by one dollar
the quantity of rice demanded on the export market would drop by 1.85
million hundredweight
The dummy variable (DD = 1 for 1956 and 1974, otherwise 0), was
used for those years where exports exceeded those of previous years by
30 percent or more. This variable removed the "abnormal" increase in
exports (other than trend or price effects) that averaged 1.61 million
26hundred weights for 1956 and 1974.
26O^Carroll, X. F., "An Analysis of A Reserve Stock Program For 
Rice in the United States", Ph.D. Dissertation, Dec. 1976, Louisiana 
State University.
Two and Three Stage Least Squares
The independent variables used for the two and three stage models 
were the same as for ordinary least squares. All variables had the 
expected signs. Variables which were not significant at the 10 percent 
level (a = .1) with OLS became significant when applied in the two and 
three stage models. This can be seen by the higher "t" and coefficient 
values for the given degrees of freedom in the two and three stage 
models (Table 4).
Since two stage least squares is a step in the solution of three 
stage least squares only a comparison between the OLS and 3SLS will be 
given. In the acreage planted models there were marked increases in 
the "t" and coefficient values when 3SLS was used instead of OLS. This 
means that the probability of accepting the alternate hypothesis, that 
g is significantly different from zero, increases. The "t" and coeffi­
cient values in the yield models were significantly larger when three 
stage least squares was applied. This means that the supply elasticities 
obtained with the use of 3SLS should be higher than that obtained when 
OLS is used.
There were significant improvements in the demand models when 3SLS 
was applied (Table 4). In the domestic model the price of wheat 
became highly significant with 3SLS, but was not significant at the 
10 percent level with OLS. Price elasticity of demand increased 
from negative 0.1 to negative 0.2 in the domestic demand model. Since 
the personal disposable income coefficient is also larger with 3SLS 
the income elasticity of demand is also higher. The elasticity of sub­
stitution is higher with 3SLS than OLS. The coefficients for price of 
wheat increased from 1.9 to 2.2 with 3SLS. The export elasticity of



























100.403 1 0.644 APAKt_x “ 1.341 ESt-i + 24.713 FPt-l * 331.491 DA + 277.782 DB
(1.55) (12.36) (1.57) (4.98) (7.17) (9.23)
97.921 l 0.211 APCALt-i - 3.326 ESt_i + 10.257 FPt-i + 2.578 T - 164.678 DA + 150.97 DB
(1..04) (2.24) (4.71) (2.39) (2.37) (4.61) (6.12)
390.494 + 0.243 APLAt-l - 2.541 ESt- i  + 4.884 FPt_1 + 84.27 DT
(8.95) (3.27) (4.17) (1.66) (7.10)
304.768 + 0.366 APTEXt_i - 1.516 ESt_i + 1.079 FPt-i + 68.624 DT
(6.58) (3.99) (2.61) (.36)
8.866 + 0.400 ADMISj._| - 0.363 ESt_! + 7.868 FPt_!
(0.36) (5.34) (1.20) (3.97)
-217.721 - 0.010 APAK + 6.904 T - 0.044 TT
(5.13) (3.51) (5.33) (4.33)
-103.361 + 3.975 T - 0.025 TT 
(2.45) (3.15) (2.64)
-141.114 + 4.706 T - 0.031 TT 
(4.40) (4.91) (4.34)
-258.020 - 0.025 APTEX + 8.377 T - 0.055 TT
(3.51) (2.20) (3.77) (3.38)
-33.378 - 0.068 APMIS + 1.147 T
(5.51) (5.55) (11.70)
-116.897 - 1.731 FP + 2.606 T + 14.498PI)
(10.79) (3.56) (14.20) (5.47)
-6.721 - 0.821 FP + 0.165 POPUS + 0.106 YD + 1.882 FPW
(0.73) (2.31) (3.04) (5.08) (1.90)
(5.57)
101.022 DA + 87.48 DB
(6.64) (7.59)
demand is also larger with 3SLS than OLS since the coefficient of average 
annual farm price increased from 1.8 with OLS to 1.9 with 3SLS.
Summary
The three stage least squares equation estimates showed some improve­
ment in parameter estimates. The elasticities obtained were larger than 
when OLS was used. The probability of accepting the alternative hypothesis, 
that the g's were significantly different from zero, increased with 
3SLS.
There was some improvement in the model system from ordinary least 
squares to two and three stage least squares. However, the improvement 
would have been greater if the whole system were simultaneously determined. 
Only a few equ^ions in the supply models were simultaneously determined.
The yield models for Arkansas, Texas and Mississippi had the endogenous 
variable, acreage planted, as an exogenous variable; therefore, these 
yield models were simultaneously determined with the corresponding acre­
age planted models. Thus, the results obtained from ordinary least 
squares were different from that of two and three stage least squares.
The other models which had no endogenous variables as independent variables 
were independently determined. The domestic and export demand models were 
determined jointly because both equations had price as an independent var­
iable. The results obtained with the use of ordinary least squares were 
the same as two and three stage least squares for equations which were not 
jointly determined.
Only a few equations were jointly determined because some variables 
were eliminated after it was found that they were insignificant, or that 
it was better to use the lagged form of the variables.
Chapter 5 
SIMULATION ANALYSES AND RESUTLS
The simulation model used was developed in the Department of
27Agricultural Economics of Louisiana State University. This model 
represents a simplified abstraction of the United States rice market. 
The demand and supply equations used in the simulation model were those 
of the previous section derived with 3SLS. The 3SLS model system gives 
a weighted standard error for all equations of the model. This weighted 
standard error was multiplied by a "t" value of 1.96 (t < .05) to devel­
op a 95 percent confidence interval for all predictions. The value 
obtained Dy multiplying the standard error by 1.96 was multiplied by 
random numbers from a standard normal distribution to obtain a random 
disturbance term.
This disturbance term allowed for variations in yield due to 
weather, natural disasters or other irregularities. Eratic changes in 
export demand was accounted for by the disturbance term. It was 
assumed that any changes in yield or export demand would affect the 
whole rice market.
Supply
Adjustments were made to the simulation model in order to incor­
porate the supply equations. The supply model consisted of two sets 
of equations, acreage planted and yield equations. The acreage planted
27Ibid., see page 44.
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equations were included in the model without changes. The random dis­
turbance term was added to the yield models. The computer in each 
iteration generated a random number from a standard normal distribution 
which was multiplied by the confidence interval; thus providing a 
random distribution component particular to the iteration. Production for 
a given iteration was the product of acreage planted times yield. There­
fore, each iteration produced its own level of production which was 
related to the other variables —  price, ending stock, and demand.
Demand
The demand equations used were those derived in the previous 
section with the use of 3SLS. The domestic demand model was included 
in the simulation system without any alterations. However, the disturb­
ance term was added to the export demand equation. This disturbance 
term multiplied by the random numbers generated by the computer in each
iteration allowed for sudden changes in export demand. The total
demand equation was obtained by taking the sum of domestic and export 
demand plus the disturbance term.
The simulation model was used to predict acreage planted, demand, 
supply, price, stocks of U.S. rice and the values for other exogenous 
variables included in the model up to 1985. The model was also used 
to examine effects of the following government programs; (1) an 
acreage set-aside program, ranging from no land set-aside to 10, 20 
and 30 percent land set-aside, (2) the effects of an on-farm reserve 
program, and (3) the Japanese dumping rice in the world market on the
U.S. rice prices and exports.
Model Verification
In order to verify the model, a program similar to that actually 
used by the U.S. Department of Agriculture during the period 1967 to 
1971 was simulated. If the model was capable of predicting the supply, 
demand and prices of that year, then the model could be regarded as 
partially verified.
The year 1966 was used as the base year. The initializing values 
of acreage planted, beginning stocks, and prices were those of 1966.
The support prices used were those of 1966 to 1971 (Appendix A, Table 4).
The resale price was 140 percent of the support price. Since 
there was no target prices at that time, the target price was set equal 
to the support price. The support price was increased by five percent 
each year.
The results are predicted in terms of means ana ranges. Tne range 
gives the limits in which the particular variable is expected to fluc­
tuate, and therefore, the observed values should be within tne given 
ranges if the model is expected to describe past market behavior.
Results of Predictions of Past Market Behavior (1967-1971)
The total production values predicted and observed moved closely 
together over the 1967-1971 period (Table 5). All observed values were 
well within the predicted ranges except for 1968. The observed production 
figures for 1968 were above the predicted figures. In 1968, acreage 
planted increased in all states. This was because of a change in govern­
ment program in 1967, in which Public Law 191 permitted delivery to CCC any 
rice produced from acreage exceeding an individual's allotment without loss 
of compliance with the remainder of his rice acreage.




Range: Summary and Annual Resuits,
Variables
Time Period
Uni ts 1967-71 196 7 1968 1969 1970 1971





Acreage Planted In U.S. 1000 acres 2027.60 1977.00 2359.00 2135.00 1821.00 1821.00
Acreage Planted In Arkansas 1000 acres 692.SO 682.00 578.00 520.00 662.00 662.00
Acreage Planted In Callfornla 1000 acres 376.60 362.00 362.00 636.00 391.00 333.00
Acreage Planted In Louisiana 1000 acres 581.80 567.00 680.00 613.00 525.00 526.00
Acreage Planted In Texas 1000 acres 591.60 510.00 599.00 550.00 669.00 670.00
Acreage Planted In Mississippi 1000 acres 57.80 56.00 68.00 61.00 52.00 52.00
Total Production million cwt. 91.59 89. 55 106.03 93.19 86.68 86.50
U. S. Yield cwt./acres 65.58 65. 30 66.95 63.65 66.50 67.50
Domestic Use million cwt. 36.62 33.60 35.60 33.10 36.60 35.60
Exports m1111 on cwt. 56.66 56.90 56.10 56.90 66.50 56.90





Acreage Planted In U.S. 1000 acres 1963.76 2056.63 2069.28 2027.76 1866.18 1860.86
Acreage Planted In Arkansas 1000 acres 536.68 552.66 530.26 526.21 528.37 566.88
Acreage Planted In California 1000 acres 331.55 380.28 337.37 316.65 301.68 313.15
Acreage Planted In Lou!siana 1000 acres 535.89 567.07 586.73 586.57 688.29 672.80
Acreage Planted In Texas 1000 acres 689.65 687.02 528.12 536.75 660.00 637.56
Acreage Planted In Mlsslssippl 1000 acres 70.17 78.60 66.79 65.76 67.21 72.67
Total Production million cwt. 85.67 86.31 87.76 88.53 82.36 83.65
U. S. Yield cwt./acres 63.69 62.01 62.83 63.66 66.60 65.36
Domestic Use million cwt. 32.15 32.07 31.97 31.97 32.20 32.62
Exports million cwt. 50.50 67.30 68.56 68.56 52.20 56.07
V-I
Table 5 Contd. Simulated Results, Observed Values, Predicted values and Range: Summary and Annual Results,
1967-1971 a/b/
Variables Units Time Period1967-71 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
Price dol./cwt. 4.55-8.13 4.55-6.89
Range
4.55-7.02 4.55-7.37 5.88-7.74 6.03-8.12
Area Planted in U.S. 1000 acres 1627-2252 1900-2005 1816-2252 1811-2240 1627-2081 1644-2124
Area Planted in Arkansas 1000 acres 467-594 474-553 471-572 467-576 475-578 505-594
Area Planted in California 1000 acres 230-409 357-389 263-406 244-390 230-386 249-409
Area Planted in Louisiana 1000 acres 422-644 532-547 533-637 527-643 432-559 422-549
Area Planted in Texas 1000 acres 404-574 484-487 497-557 497-574 424-511 404-490
Area Planted in Mississippi 1000 acres 46-82 54-79 49-79 46-77 46-78 63-82
Total Production million cwt. 68-104 73-99 70-103 69-104 68-99 69-101
U. S. Yield cwt./acre 36-52 36-48 36-48 38-50 38-50 38-52
Domestic Use million cwt. 32-34 32-33 32-34 32-34 32-34 32-34
Exports million cwt. 42-60 42-53 41-55 44-56 46-59 48-60
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1967-1971) are based on 2500 observations
b/ The price limits and initializing values are those seen in Appendix A Table 4.
Observed acreage planted figures for the U.S. from 1967 to 1971 
were very close to predicted. In 1967 the average acreage planted for 
the U.S. was 1.98 million acres, and the predicted figure was 2.05 
million acres. In 1970 and 1971 the observed values ware 1.82 for both 
years and the predicted were 1.85 and 1.84 million acres, respectively. 
These figures were within the predicted ranges. The acreage planted by 
states for the period 1967 to 1971 were within the predicted ranges 
with the exception of the acreage planted in Louisiana in 1968. This 
was due to the excessive expansion in acreage planted that year brought 
about by a change in government programs.
The model predicted U.S. yield very closely to the observed. The 
predicted figures for yield were slightly below the observed for most 
of the years from 1967 to 1971. However, all the observed values were 
within the predicted ranges.
The model did not do well in predicting domestic use and export 
sales, since the predicted values were below the observed values in 
almost all of the period 1967 to 1971. Most of the observed values 
were within the predicted ranges, and the predicted values were very 
close to the observed. The predicted values for exports were below 
the observed for all the years with the exception of 1970 when the 
observed was smaller than the predicted. Most of the variation in the 
rice market is due to variation in export demand; and therefore, a 
model for prediction of exports is expected to have a very large range. 
The ranges for exports for the years 1967 to 1971 were very large when 
compared to those of domestic demand (Table 5).
The model predicted the acreage planted, yield and demand for the 
years 1967 to 1971 very closely. All predicted values fluctuated about
the observed and, therefore, the model can be considered partially 
verified.
The U.S. Rice Market Simulated
The model was designed to behave in a manner similar to the 
existing market. A change was made to accomodate the government price 
support program. This model is used as the base model for comparison 
with the other market models in the study. All results are reported in 
the past tense.
Predictions for the U.S. rice market for the period 1979 to 1985 
are presented in Table 6. The initializing values used were those of 
the marketing year 1978-1979 (Appendix A, Table 5).
The overall mean simulation values for 1979 to 1985 were consistent 
with expectations. The results indicated that the acreage planted was 
similar to that planted in 1978 to 1979. Mean acreages planted in 
Arkansas and Mississippi were larger than that of previous years, whereas 
mean acreages planted for California, Louisiana and Texas remained 
fairly even as in past years. Mean acreage planted for the U.S. ranged 
from 2.6 to 3.A million acres.
The overall price level was similar to that existing in the present 
rice market. The average for the period was $10.93, with an expected 
minimum of $6.72 and an expected high of $12.61.
There was not much fluctuation in acreage planted among years.
The level of acreage planted reached a high of 3.19 million acres in 
1979 and a low of 2.98 in 1983. Acreage planted in Arkansas increased 
through out, from 1.3 in 1979 to 1.5 million acres in 1985. Acreage 
planted in Mississippi increased through out. A sharp decline in acreage 
planted
Table 6. The U.S. Rice Market Predictions: Summary and Annual Results, 1979-J985, Means, Coefficients
of Variation and Range
 Time Period__________________________
Variables_________________ Units 1979 1985 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Price dol/cwt 10.93 9.31
Area Planted In U.S. 1000 ac. 3064.01 3194.09
Area Planted - Arkansas 1000 ac. 1444.76 1303.39
Area Planted - California 1000 ac. 436.83 536.65
Area Planted - Louisiana 1000 ac. 474.67 577.69
Area Planted - Texas 1000 ac. 457.12 539.25
Area Planted - Mississippi 1000 ac. 250.64 237.11
Total Production mil. cwt 134.63 140.79
U.S. Yield cwt/acre 43.94 44.08
Domestic Use ml 1. cwt 49.34 47.25
Exports mil. cwt 78.97 72.12
Gross Income from Rice mil. dol. 1460.85 1315.45
Price 10.04 4.39
Area Planted in U.S. 3.78 0.00
Area Planted - Arkansas 5.50 0.00
Area Planted - California 13.44 0.00
Area Planted - Louisiana 12.07 0.00
Area Planted - Texas 10.01 0.00
Area Planted - Mississippi 3.78 0.00
Total Production 6.05 5.04
U.S. Yield 4.97 5.04
Domestic Use 3.04 0.71
Exports 5.64 2.87
Gross Income from Rice 9.58 4.38
Means
9..88 10. 37 10. 89 11..44 12..01 12..60
3133. .07 3048. 46 2992. 64 2982. 11 3016. .33 3081. .37
1381. . 34 1426. .45 14 56. 25 1483. . 10 1513. .51 1549. .29
484. .36 434 . 42 403. . 12 391. .61 396..53 411. .12
523 .47 476 . 94 446. .34 431. .66 430. .12 436. .44
498. .97 4 63. 29 437 . 82 423. .22 418. .09 419. .16
244. ,93 247. 36 249. 12 252. ,52 258. .07 265. ,34
137..90 134. 60 132. .17 131..26 132..06 133. ,60
44. .02 44 . 16 44. .17 44. ,02 43. .78 43. ,37
47. .82 48 . 51 49. .24 50.,01 50,.84 51. .71
75..87 77. 64 79. .08 81. .00 82. .76 O /j .38
1362. 26 1396. 13 1439. 51 1501. 07 1585. 68 1684. 37
Coeffic ients of Vnrin tion
0..00 0. 00 0..00 0 ..00 0..00 0. .00
3..06 3. 19 3..44 3,.38 3..24 3..02
1 .44 1 ..41 1 .46 1 .45 1 .39 1 .28
6..83 7. 52 8..50 8.,44 8,.13 7..56
4 .68 5. 33 6..01 6..02 5,,88 5..54
2..84 3. 52 4. .03 4..11 4..03 3..83
2 .36 1 . 81 1 ..77 1 .70 1 .61 1 .49
5 .80 5. 33 5,.54 5 .84 5,.86 5 .49
4 .98 4 . 88 4..80 4 .95 4 .87 5 .01
0 .00 0 .00 0. 00 0 .00 0 . 00 0 .00
3., 10 2. 83 2..71 2..67 2 .57 2 .46
5 .80 5. 33 5..54 5 .84 5 .86 5 .48
Table 6 Contd. The U.S. Rice Market Predictions: Summary and Annual Results, 1979-1985, Means, Coefficients
of Variation and Range a/b/
Time Period
Variables Units 1979/1985 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Price dol/cwt 6.72-12.61 6.72-9.40 9.88-9.88
Range 
IQ 37-10 37 IQ 89-1Q 89 1L44-1L44 1201-12.01 1Z.6H2.61
Area Planted in U.S. 1000 ac. 2633-3461 3194-3194 2633-3363 2661-3330 2685-3305 2724-3338 2728-3426 2782-3461
Area Planted - Arkansas 1000 ac. 1263-1640 1303-1303 1263-1417 1343-14 78 1384-1521 1418-1549 1459-1599 1490-1640
Area Planted - California 1000 ac. 294-567 536-536 320-568 307-530 307-505 313-512 294-524 313-526
Area Planted - Louisiana 1000 ac. 351-587 577-577 405-587 377-552 370-562 368-525 351-534 359-528
Area Planted - Texas 1000 ac. 367-539 539-539 433-538 396-511 387-492 378-484 36R-488 368-485
Area Planted - Mississippi 1000 ac. 210-281 237-237 210-254 230-259 235-262 241-267 246-275 253-282
Total Production mil. cwt 108-164 119-160 11.1-164 116-164 113-153 109-162 109-158 111-158
U.S. Yield cwt/acre 37-51 37-50 38-51 39-51 37-49 37-51 38-50 37-50
Domestic Use mil. cwt 47-52 47-49 48-48 48-48 49-49 50-50 51-51 52-52
Exports mil. cwt 65-90 65-79 70-86 71-84 72-86 75-87 76-89 78-90
Gross Income mil. dol. 1088-1973 1119-1452 1097-1624 1199-1696 1227-1666 1251-1858 1307-1899 1402-1995
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) arc based on 3500 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
was experienced in California from 1979 to 1983 after which there was 
a small increase. A similar decline in acreage planted occurred in 
Texas and Louisiana from 1979 to 1983 after which there were small 
increases in 1984 and 1985 (Figure 1). As ending stock increased, the 
acreage planted of rice in Louisiana, Texas and California decreased. 
Ending stock has a greater effect on acreage planted in Louisiana, Texas 
and California than in Arkansas and Mississippi.
Total U.S. yield remained fairly constant. The highest yield 
recorded was 44.17 hundredweights per acre in 1982 and the lowest yield 
was 43.37 observed in 1985. The overall mean for the period 1979 to 1985 
was 43.94 hundredweights per acre. The mean yield ranged from a minimum 
of 37 to a maximum of 51 hundred weights per acre. Yield did not increase 
because of the variable TT (time squared) had a negative effect on yield.
An examination of the coefficients of variation revealed that, on 
the average, acreage planted varied by 3.78 percent. The coefficient of 
variation was obtained by expressing the standard deviation as a percen­
tage of the mean. There was greater variation in yield per acre for the 
period 1979 to 1985 than acreage planted. The degree of variation 
measured for yield was 4.97 percent.
Domestic demand increased, but at a slower rate during the 1979 to 
1985 period. Overall domestic use ranged from 47 to 52 million hundred­
weights. Variation in domestic use was negligible. Domestic use in­
creases are mainly due to trend.
Exports increased at a steady rate with very little fluctuation 
over the period. On the average a minimum of 65 to a maximum of 90 
million hundredweights were exported.
Domestic use and exports increased overall, but not enough to 
equate total amounts demanded to total supply. Total supply was
ox
Figure 1. Predicted Acreage of Rice Planted in U.S. and Five Major Producing 












consistently larger than total sales (Table 7). This resulted in a 
large and increasing carry over stock from 1979 to 1985. As carry over 
stock increased, production fell slightly until 1983 and increased from 
1984 to 1985. This showed that rice production was inversely related 
to carry over stock.
Deficiency payments over the period remained close to zero (Table 7). 
Very little rice was bought, though some rice was sold when the price 
reached the release level during the period 1979 to 1983. The absence 
of deficiency payments to farmers could have been attributed to the 
constant increase in market price with little or no variation over the 
years.
The market behavior in prices and stocks indicated an increasing 
amount of stocks while prices were rising. It is possible that some of 
these stocks are held for speculative purposes.
Gross revenue to farmers increased steadily from 1979 to 1985.
The increase in income was due mainly to an increase in prices and not 
to an expansion in supply. While production fell slightly in 1982 and 
1983, gross income increased. There was very little variation in gross 
income. The measured variation ranged from a low of 4.38 percent in 
1979 to a high of 5.86 percent in 1984 (Table 7).
Land Set-Aside Program
In the 1978 rice legislation, a set-aside provision was included.
The Act stated that if the surplus became excessive, an amount of the 
farm land allotment could be set-aside. The amount of farm land set- 
aside could not exceed 30 percent of the 1.8 million acres of alloted 
farm land.
Table 7* The Reserve Stock Management Program for the Rice Market: Summary and Annual Results 1979-1985 a/b/
Variables Units Time Period1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Production million cwt. 134.63 140.79
Means
137.90 134.60 132.18 131.26 132.06 133.60
Supply million cwt. 202.39 175.53 191.88 202.79 208.91 211.85 212.89 212.89
Carry-in million cwt. 67.76 34.74 53.98 68.19 76.74 80.58 80.83 79.29
Carry-out million cwt. 73.77 53.98 68.19 76.74 80.58 80.83 79.29 76.80
Disappearance million cwt. 202.08 173.35 191.88 202.79 208.91 211.85 212.89 212.89
Difficiency Payments million dollars 0.80 5.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Purchase million cwt. 0.05 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale million cwt. 10.12 18.90 14.21 8.54 3.85 0.25 0.00 0.00
Value of Purchase million dollars 0.32 2.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Value of Sale million dollars 106.34 177.84 140.39 88.60 41.89 2.83 0.00 0.00
Government Cost million dollars 96.53 53.15 78.74 88.99 110.28 125.13 133.54 138.57
a/ Annual results are based on 500 Iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations, 
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
The sudden increases in acreage planted in 1978 and 1979 with 
similar predictions for 1980 are a strong indication that a set-aside 
might be implemented at some time in the future. It is not known 
whether a 10, 20, or 30 percent set-aside might be implemented and 
the impact of this policy on the rice market is also unknown. In 
order to analyze the impact ot this policy on the rice market three 
programs were analyzed: 10, 20 and 30 percent land set-aside programs
with no penalties levied on farmers who exceeded their acreage allot­
ments .
A 10 Percent Set-Aside
Rice acreages increased slightly over the years under this simu­
lated program (Table 8). The mean acreage planted was 2.87 million 
acres. Acreage planted ranged from a low of 2.79 million acres in 1980 
to a high of 3.02 million acres in 1985. Acreage planted in Arkansas 
and Mississippi still trended upwards, but acreages in California and 
Texas were slightly higher for the period 1979 to 1985 with a 10 per­
cent land set-aside program than under existing market conditions.
The coefficient of variation for acreage planted for 1979 to 1985 was 
3.66 percent. In 1979 there was no variation in acreage planted but in 
1983 the largest variation occurred (2.94 percent). Variation in 
acreage planted in all states was fairly low, with California showing 
the largest (6.08 percent).
Yields for the U.S. increased slightly with a 10 percent set-aside 
program. The mean yield for the period 1979 to 1985 was 44.97 hundred 
weights per acre. The highest yield, 45.14 hundred weights per acre, 
was obtained in 1982 when acreage planted was the lowest, 2.79 million 
acres. A yield of 44.01 hundred weights per acre coincided with the
largest acreage planted, a total of 3.016 million acres in 1985. The 
mean variation in yield was 4.90 percent. There was a decrease in 
variation in yield from 1979 to 1985. The decrease in variation with 
a 10 percent set-aside program could have resulted in greater stability 
as stocks decreased and the market was nearing equilibrium (Table 8).
Prices surprisingly remained the same as with a no set-aside 
program. The average annual prices were the same. Though production 
dropped, quantity supplied exceeded quantity demanded and the cut in 
production had no effect on market prices. There was very little 
variation in prices. (The only variation was a 0.85 to 0.93 percent 
in 1984 and 1985).
Domestic use increased slightly from 1979 to 1985, with an average 
of 49.33 million hundred weights for the period. There was not much 
variation in exports over the period. Average exports for the period 
1979 to 1985 were 78.9 million hundredweights.
Gross income from rice declined slightly. The low was 1215.13 mil­
lion dollars in 1979 with a high of 1672.43 million in 1985. Though 
gross income decreased slightly, the variation in income was less than 
that under a no set-aside program. The coefficient of variation 
ranged from 2.45 percent in 1985 to 2.84 percent in 1981.
Since there was a cut in production and domestic use and exports 
remained the same as a no set-aside program, carry over stock declined. 
Ending stocks ranged from 31.60 million to 44.36 million hundred weights, 
(Table 9). Prices remained very close to the equilibrium price and there 
was not much reason for the government to buy or sell rice. The only 
sales were 10.08 and 2.68 million hundredweights in 1979 and 1980, 
respectively. No rice was bought since the market price was above the
V
Table 8. Predictions for a 10 Percent Land Set-Aside Program: Summary and 
and Coefficients of Varinbion a / b /.
Annual Results 1979-1985, 1Means
Time Period
Variables Units 1979/1985 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Means
Price dol/cwt 10.94 9.41 9.88 10.37 10.89 11.43 12.01 12.60
Area Planted (total) 1000 ac. 2870.14 2874.68 2799.80 2785.56 2813.54 2865.48 2935.85 3016.07
Area Planted - Arkansas 1000 ac. 1228.08 1173.05 1184.61 1198.53 1218.04 1242.91 1272.77 1306.66
Area Planted - California 1000 ac. 480.55 482.98 463.41 458.33 465.39 478.83 497.25 517.69
Area Planted - Louisiana 1000 ac. 491.32 519.93 487.02 475.77 476.35 482.57 492.85 504.73
Area Planted - Texas 1000 ac. 443.06 485.32 448.18 432.75 428.66 430. 10 435.00 441.41
Area Planted - Mississippi 1000 ac. 227.13 213.40 216.57 220.18 225.09 231.08 237.99 245.57
Total Production mil. cwt 128.45 120.16 126.13 125.73 126.66 128.25 130.51 132.71
U.S. Yield cwt/acre 44.77 44.93 45.05 45. 14 45.03 44.76 44.45 44.01
Domestic Use mil. cwt 49.33 47.82 47.82 48.51 49. 24 50.02 50.84 51.71
Exports mil. cwt 78.90 75.63 75.63 77.54 79.08 81.00 82.77 84.38
Gross Income from Rice mil. dol. 1400.05 1215.13 1245.97 1304.02 1379.48 1466.04 1567.00 1672.43
Coefficients of Variation
Price 9.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.93
Area Planted (total) 3.66 0.00 1.97 2.60 2.96 2.94 2.89 2.74
Area Planted - Arkansas 3.84 0.00 0.69 1.04 1.27 1.34 1.34 1.27
Area Planted - California 6.52 0.00 4.35 5.52 6.08 5.87 5.70 5.36
Area Planted - Louisiana 4.93 0.00 3.16 4.12 4.63 4.56 4.50 4.30
Area Planted - Texas 5.00 0.00 2.05 2.86 3.34 3. 37 3.36 3.22
Area Planted - Mississippi 4.96 0.00 1..01 1.35 1.55 1.54 1.50 1.42
Total Production 5.61 4.95 5.27 5.05 5.31 5.59 5.62 5.32
U.S. Yield 4.90 4.95 !>• CO 4.75 4.69 4.86 4.80 4.94
Domestic Use 3.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.18
Exports 5.71 2.83 2.63 2.84 2. 72 2.67 2.58 2.45
Gross Income from Rice 12.06 4.95 5.27 5.05 5.29 5.55 5.63 5.30
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary resu1ts (1979-19851 are based on 35'00 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
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Table 9 Supply, Production and Reserve Stock Management Program for U.S. Rice with a 10 Percent 
Land Set Aside Program: Summary and Annual Results, 1979-19R5. a/ b/
Variables Units Time Period
1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Production million cwt. 128.45 •29.16 126.13
Means 
125.73 126.66 128.25 130.50 132.71
Total Demand million cwt. 128.23 119.06 123.44 126.05 128.22 131.02 133.60 136.09
Supply million cwt. 168.41 160.76 167.81 170.09 170.64 170.56 169.96 169.06
Carry-in million cwt. 39.96 31.60 41.68 44.36 43.98 42.32 39.45 36.35
Carry-out million cwt. 40.14 41.68 44.36 43.98 42.32 39.45 36.35 32.87
Disappearance million cwt. 168.40 160.76 167.81 170.04 170.64 170.48 169.96 168.97
Defficiency Payments million dollars 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.35
Purchase million cwt. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale million cwt. 6.70 10.08 2.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Value of Purchase million dollars 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Value of Sale million dollars 72.62 94.87 26.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government Cost million dollars 50.02 45.54 64.57 62.93 66.86 69.09 68.60 68.70
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
target price.
A 20 Percent Set-Aside
A 20 percent set-aside program resulted in an average of 2.7 
million acres being planted in the U.S. for the years 1979 to 1985 
(Table 10). The average price for the period was $11.59. Prices in­
creased at a slow rate from 1979 to 1981. There were, however, large 
increases in prices from 1982 to 1985. Domestic use plus exports were 
larger than production. Greater increases in price would have occurred 
without sales of stocks. But as stock level decreased, prices increased 
rapidly along with production (Table 10).
The rate of increase in production fell from 1981 to 1985. However, 
production increased throughout the period 1979 to 1985. There was not 
much increase in the variation in production with a 20 percent set- 
aside program. The variation of average production for the period 1979 
to 1985 increased.
Domestic use. was almost the same for 1979, 1980 and 1981 with a 
20 percent, 10 percent and no set-aside program. However, as prices in­
creased and domestic use plus exports exceeded production, stock levels 
became depleted, and the total amount demanded fell. The amount demanded 
on the export market showed a large decrease. Exports fell from 1981 to 
1985. The drop in exports was experienced earlier than that of domestic 
use because of the greater responsiveness of export demand to changes in 
price.
Variation in domestic use on the average was 3.60 percent. There 
was no variation in 1979 and 1980, but the degree of variation increased 
from 0.91 to 4.41 percent from 1979 to 1980. Variation in exports was 
fairly constant from 1979 to 1980. As prices increased, there was an
Table 10. Prediction for Percent Land Set-Aside Program: Summary 1979 and Annual Results, 1979-1985,
Means and Coefficients of Variation, a/b/
Time Period
Variables Units 1979/1985 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Price dol/cwt 11.59 9.41 9.88
Means
10.48 11.42 12.50 13.33 14.10
Area Planted (total) 1000 ac. 2664.43 2555.27 2466.37 2523.41 2628.00 2739.75 2834.39 2903.80
Area Planted - Arkansas 1000 ac. 1047.91 1042.71 998.89 996.19 1016.88 1052.72 1094.81 1133.15
Area Planted - California 1000 ac. 501.76 429.32 435.25 468.38 506.12 538.63 560.74 573.92
Area Planted - Louisiana 1000 ac. 490.04 462.16 446.42 465.23 490.44 511.52 524.19 530.33
Area Planted - Texas 1000 ac. 418.74 431.40 397.36 399.74 412.41 424.40 431.44 434.47
Area Planted - Mississippi 1000 ac. 205.97 189.69 188.45 193.87 202.14 212.49 223.21 231.93
Total Production mil. cwt 121.24 116.99 113.60 116.24 120.40 124.43 127.60 129.39
U.S. Yield cwt/acre 45.54 45.78 46.06 46.07 45.82 45.42 45.03 44.58
Domestic Use mil. cwt 48.80 47.17 47.82 48.42 48.81 49.14 49.75 50.48
Exports mil. cwt 76.75 71.91 75.62 77.20 77.57 77.53 78.41 79.03
Gross Income from Rice mil. dol. 1416.80 1100.62 1122.16 1218.31 1374.96 1557.52 1705.50 1827.62
Coefficients of Variation
Price 20.58 0.00 0.01 5.04 12.67 16.97 19.32 19.23
Area Planted (total) 6.40 0.00 1.79 2.80 2.72 3.12 3.44 3.82
Area Planted - Arkansas 5.27 0.00 0.65 0.98 1.76 3. 17 3.89 4.32
Area Planted - California 11.66 0.00 3.70 4.31 4.52 4.16 4.37 4.92
Area Planted - Louisiana 6.88 0.00 2.76 3.36 3.51 2.94 2.78 3.10
Area Planted - Texas 3.93 0.00 1.85 2.45 2.60 2.03 1.58 1.66
Area Planted - Mississippi 8.81 0.00 0.93 1.22 2.42 4.65 5.98 6.80
Total Production 7.02 4.86 5.12 4.87 5.01 5.55 5.63 5.61
U.S. Yield 4.90 4.86 4.76 4.65 1.32 4.80 4.77 4.94
Domestic Use 3.60 0.00 0.00 0.91 2.36 3.54 4.25 4.41
Exports 5.50 2.83 2.63 2.98 4.12 5. 14 6.37 6.72
Gross Income from Rice 22.19 4.86 5.12 5.82 9.35 11.46 12.77 12.50
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations, 
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
increase in the variation in exports.
The level of stocks declined over the period. In 1979 the be­
ginning inventory was 31.60 million hundredweights, which declined to 
an ending stock of 1.85 million hundredweights in 1985. There was 
hardly any government purchase or sale during tnis period. Deficiency 
payments increased from zero payments in 1979 and 1980 to 17.84 million 
dollars in 1985 (Table 11).
Gross income from rice was 1100.62 million dollars in 1980 and 
1218.31 million dollars in 1982. Gross income increased to 1827.62 
million dollars in 1985. The increases in gross income coincided with 
the increases in prices from 1983 to 1985.
A 30 Percent Set-Aside
A marked decrease in acreage planted resulted when a 30 percent 
land set-aside program was implemented (Table 12). The total acreage 
planted in 1979 was 2.2 million. Acreage fell to 2.1 million acres in 
1980. Acreage planted ranged from 2.3 million in 1981 to 2.6 million in 
1985. The average acreage planted for the period 1979 to 1985 was 2.4 
million acres. Acreage planted under a 30 percent set-aside program 
decreased from 1979 to 1980, but increased from 1981 to 1985 as the level 
of stocks fell. Acreage planted in California, Texas and Louisiana 
remained relatively high. Big decreases in acreage planted occurred in 
Arkansas and Mississippi.
Total U.S. production averaged 109.82 million hundredweights of 
rough rice for the period 1979 to 1985. Production fell slightly from 
1979 to 1980, but increased slowly from 1981 to 1985. Production was 
less than quantity demanded for the period 1979 to 1981. From 1982 to 
1985 production exceeded total amount demanded. This was probably due
Table 11. Supply Production, Demand and Reserve Stock Management Program for U.S. Rice with a 20 Percent 
Land Set Aside Program: Summary and Annual Results, 1979-1985. £/b/
Variables Time Period1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Production million cwt. 121.24 116.99
Means 
113.60 116.24 120.40 124.43 127.60 129.39
Total Demand million cwt. 125.55 119.00 123.44 125.62 126.37 126.67 128.16 149.51
Supply million cwt. 135.33 148.59 143.11 135.90 130.62 128.50 129.52 131.10
Carry-in million cwt. 14.10 31.60 29.51 19.66 10.22 4.07 1.92 1.71
Carry-out million cwt. 9.85 29.51 19.66 10.22 4.07 1.92 1.71 1.85
Di sappearance million cwt. 135.40 148.59 143.11 135.84 130.45 128.59 129.88 131.31
Defficiency Payments million cwt. 7.79 0.00 0.00 0.42 4.02 12.99 19.26 17.84
Purchase million cwt. 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.85 0.72
Sale million cwt. 5.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.52 1.30 1.42
Value of Purchase million dollars 2.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.73 7.26 6.52
Value of Sale million dollars 55.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.28 15.66 17.84
Government Cost million dollars 10.48 51.22 76.86 68.98 40.53 18.16 21.14 20.05
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
Table 12. Predictions for a 30 Percent Land Set-Aside Program: Summary and Annual Results, 1979-1985;
Means and Coefficients of Variation, a/b/
Variables Units Time Period1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1084 1985
Means
Price Dol/cwt. 14.53 9.41 12.16 16.79 13.26 15.76 17.26 17.00
Area Planted (total) 1000 acres 2375.44 2235.87 2142.03 2297.48 2493.02 2402.26 2490.35 2567.08
Area Planted Arkansas 1000 acres 914.43 912.37 827.24 851.72 942.88 917.96 953.59 995.24
Area Planted California 1000 acres 466.04 375.65 402.53 465.82 510.50 481.20 505.62 520.94
Area Planted Louisiana 1000 acres 440.54 404.39 403.42 441.50 464.04 446,35 458.77 465.35
Area Planted Texas 1000 acres 362.36 377.48 347.37 358.93 365.54 358.93 363.22 365.06
Area Planted MississippilOOO acres 192.07 165.98 161.48 179.50 210.05 197.83 209.15 220.48
Total Production million/cwt. 109.82 104.27 100.72 107.39 114.88 110.99 114.12 116.40
U. S. Yield cwt,/acres 46.27 46.64 47.02 46.76 46.10 46.22 45.84 45.35
Domestic Use million cwt. 46.39 47.17 45.95 43.24 47.30 46.47 46.53 48.10
Export s million cwt. 67.17 71.90 70.69 63.96 62.12 68.09 66.93 66.50
Gross Income From Rice 981.11 1219.96 1789.75 1508.48 1732.01 1948.60 1952.50
Coefficient;s of Variation
Price 28.99 0.36 16.71 17.17 26.32 21.71 23.00 25.30
Area Planted (total) 7.29 0.00 1.61 3.43 3.86 5.36 4.65 5.37
Area Planted Arkansas 7.50 0.00 0.63 4.36 4.83 5.76 5.35 6.07
Area Planted California 12.34 0.00 3.13 3.79 4.36 7.11 5.75 6.62
Area Planted Louisiana 6.38 0.00 2.38 2.17 2.45 4.46 3.45 4.04
Area Planted Texas 2.77 0.00 1.65 1.05 0.95 2.34 1.60 1.86
Area Planted Mississippi 13.35 0.00 0.87 6.46 7.09 8.99 8.16 9.18
Total Production 7.65 4.77 4.98 5.13 5.51 6.70 6.10 6.77
U. S. Yield 4.84 4.77 4.66 4.64 4.63 4.74 4.73 4.78
Domestic Use 6.41 0.06 3.63 5.47 6.06 6.04 7.00 7.34
Exports 8.64 2.83 5.22 5.38 9.72 8.40 8.00 9.06
Gross Income for Rice
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
to a decrease in total amount demanded over the same period. The varia­
tion to quantity produced ranged from a low of 4.77 percent in 1979 to 
a high of 6.77 percent in 1985. This increase in variation could be 
attributed to greater market interference and greater chances of stock 
depletion.
The average U.S. yield increased over the period. The average 
yield for the period was 46.64 hundredweights per acre. The highest 
yield per acre was in 1980 (47.02 hundredweights per acre) 
when the acreage planted was the lowest. The lowest yield per acre 
was in 1985 (43.35 hundred weights per acre) when acreage planted was 
the largest.
Prices for the seven year period varied greatly. The average price 
for the period was $14.52 compared to $10.93 with a no set-aside program.
Prices varied from 0.36 percent in 1979 to 25.30 percent in 1985. 
Prices ranged from $9.41 to a high of $17.26 in 1984. Prices rose 
from $9.41 to $16.79 per hundredweight from 1979 to 1981. As production 
increased from 1981 to 1982 price fell to $13.26. Prices increased 
from $15.76 to $17.26 from 1984 to 1985.
Domestic use declined over the period 1979 to 1985. Domestic use 
47.17 million hundredweights in 1979 but fell to 43.24 million hundred 
weights in 1981 when the price was $16.79. As prices fell in 1982 to 
$13.26, domestic use increased to 47.30 million hundredweights..
There was a significant decline in exports as the average price 
of rice increased. The average export price for rice was $9.41 in 1979 
and total exports were 71.90 million hundredweights, but as the price 
increased to $12.16 the exports declined to 70.69 million hundredweights. 
When the price increased from $12.16 to $16.79 exports dropped from 70.69
to 63.96 million hundredweights.
The coefficients of variation showed wide fluctuation in exports 
which could be related to the degree of fluctuation in prices. Varia­
tion in exports ranged from 0.06 percent in 1979 to 7.34 percent in 1985.
Gross income from rice increased over the period. It was at an 
all time low of 981.11 million dollars in 1979 when acreage planted 
was 2.2 million acres and the price was $9.41. Gross income increased 
to 1952.50 million dollars in 1985 when the price was $17.00 per hundred­
weight and 2.6 million acres were planted. Gross income increased by 
99 percent from 1979 to 1985.
The level of stocks reached a low of 0.44 million hundredweights 
in 1981 (Table 13). There was hardly any government purchases or sales 
during the period. With a 30 percent set-aside, there was hardly any 
deficiency payments made during the years 1979 to 1985. Government rice 
program costs went from $114.32 million dollars in 1979 to 3.77 million 
dollars in 1980 but were zero from 1981 to 1985.
Comparison of a No-Set-Aside Program with 
a 10, 20 and 30 Percent Land Set-Aside
Market behavior with a no land set-aside program led to consistent 
increases in stocks from 1979 to 1983 (Figure 2). This was an indica­
tion of a market in disequilibrium with quantity supplied exceeding the 
quantity demanded. The price remained very high and increased from 
1979 to 1983, after which it decreased slightly.
With inelastic demand curves both in tne export and the domestic 
markets, one would expect prices to rise with a cut in supply, but this 
did not occur with a 10 percent cut in acreage planted. A ten percent 
cut in acreage planted resulted in almost the identical market situation,
Table 13. Supply, Production, Demand and Reserve Stock Management Program for U. S. Rice with a 30 percent 
Land Set Aside Program: Summary and Annual Results for 1979-1985. 2/b/
Time Period
Variables Units 1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1986 1985
Production million cwt. 109.82 106.27 100.72
Means
107.39 116.88 110.99 116.12 116.60
Total Demand million cwt. 113.56 119.07 116.63 107.20 109.61 116.50 113.65 116.60
Supply million cwt. 118.30 135.87 117.51 107.98 115.33 116.75 116.02 118.66
Carry-in million cwt. 8.68 31.60 16.80 0.59 0.66 5.76 1.90 2.26
Carry-out million cwt. 6.51 16.80 0.59 0.66 5.76 1.90 2.26 3.81
Disappearance million cwt. 118.07 135.87 117.22 107.65 115.18 116.66 115.72 118.61
Defficiency Payments million dollars 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.25 1.33 0.23 0.28 0.30
Purchase million cwt. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale million cwt. 6.52 0.00 9.59 1.03 6.20 6.56 6.09 6.07
Value of Purchase million dollars 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Value of Sale million dollars 63.61 0.00 96.69 10.71 67.59 75.01 69.11 76.57
Government Cost million dollars 6.73 116.32 3.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations, 
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
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quantity supplied being greater than quantity demanded, as a no set- 
aside program. This was indicated by the chronic excess supply which 
existed from 1979 to 1985. This was shown in Table 9. As a result, 
prices remained the same with a 10 percent cut in the acreage planted as 
in a no set-aside program.
Stocks were reduced under a 10 percent cut in acreage planted as 
compared to the no land set-aside program. The average ending stock 
with a no set-aside program was 67.76 million hundred weights, and 39.96 
million hundredweights with a 10 percent set-aside program, a drop in 
ending stocks of 41 percent. The probability of stocks being less than 
50 million hundredweights with a no set-aside program was 5.63 percent. 
With a 10 percent set-aside program, the probability of stocks being less 
than 50 million hundredweights was 81.63 percent. There was no possibil­
ity of running out of stocks with either a no set-aside or a 10 percent 
land set-aside program. (Appendix B, Tables 1 and 2).
A 20 percent set-aside program resulted in a large drop in acreage 
planted (Figure 3). Acreage planted went from 3.064 million acres with 
a no set-aside program to 2.664 million acres with a 20 percent set-aside 
program. The cut in acreage planted resulted in almost complete depletion 
of stocks by the year 1984. There was a drastic drop in production from 
1979 to 1981 after which production increased. The cut in acreage 
planted had very little effect on prices up to 1981 when prices started 
increasing slightly, but as stocks were further depleted and quantity 
demanded equated quantity supplied prices began increasing more rapidly.
In 1982 the price under a 20 percent set-aside program was four percent 
above the price existing under a no set-aside program. By 1983, the 
price of rice was nine percent above the no set-aside and 10 percent
Figure 3. Predicted Acreage of Rice Planted Under Selected
{in million.acres), 1979-1985.
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land set-aside program.
While exports and domestic use remained the same with no set-aside 
and 10 percent land set-aside programs, both domestic use and exports 
decreased over the years with a 20 percent set-aside program. The drop 
in total amounts demanded was not large because of highly inelastic 
export and domestic demand curves. Levels of stocks were severely 
depleted with a 20 percent set-aside program, falling as low as 1.71 
million hundredweights in 1984. While there was no chance of running 
out of stocks with a no set-aside or 10 percent set-aside program, the 
chances of running out of stocks increased to 37.6 percent with a 20 
percent land set-aside program (Appendix B, Table 3).
Gross income from rice under the 20 percent set-aside program 
remained close to or less than that of a no set-aside program for 1979 
to 1982. However, as ending stocks approached zero in 1983 gross income 
from rice under a 20 percent set-aside program exceeded gross incomes 
of the two other programs.
A 30 percent land set-aside program resulted in drastic changes in 
the rice market. Production declined from an average of 134.63 million 
hundredweights with a no land set-aside program to an average of 109.82 
million hundredweights with a 30 percent land set aside program. This 
was an 18 percent drop in production. The average price of rice for the 
period 1979 to 1985 was $14.52 compared to $10.93 with the no land 
set-aside and 10 percent set-aside programs.
Ending stocks dipped to 0.44 million hundredweights by 1981. The 
chances of running out of stocks were 82.67 percent with the 30 percent 
set-aside program compared to 37.76 percent with a 20 percent set-aside 
and zero percent chance with the no and 10 percent set-aside programs
(Appendix B, Table 4).
On Farm Reserve Program
The farmer held reserve program came into effect on October 18, 1978. 
This program provided for the extension of farm storage and warehouse 
storage loans. To participate in the farmer held rice reserve program, 
a producer must request a rice reserve loan and enter an agreement with 
the. local county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
(ASCS). Storage payments are paid to the producer annually during the 
period of the rice reserve agreement for the time the rice is eligible to 
earn storage payments. The rice is eligible if the producer is eligible 
and the average national market price is below the release level.
Producers may redeem their commodity under the rice reserve 
program without paying earned storage when the national average market 
price reaches the release level. All rice loans in the rice reserve 
will be called when national average market price of rice reaches the 
call level. The release and call levels are 140 and 175 percent of the 
national average loan rate for rice.
The total amount of rice to be stored in the on farm reserve pro­
gram should not exceed eight million hundredweights of rough rice. 
Farmers receive $0.85 per hundredweight per annum for storage costs. 
Interest on the loan should not exceed 7.0 percent.
Though the program was instituted to help farmers and consumers of 
rice, the full impact of an on farm reserve of eight million hundred­
weights of rough rice on the U.S. rice market has not yet been investi­
gated. The effects of the on farm reserve of rice on U.S. rice market 
were examined in this study.
It was assumed that the desired inventory was eight million hundred­
weights of rough rice. Therefore, this desired inventory was added to 
the domestic demand. This causes the demand curve to be shifted to 
the right. The on farm reserve program was compared to a no set-aside 
program.
Results of an On Farm Reserve Model
An on farm rice reserve program of eight million hundredweights 
of rough rice resulted in increased acreages being planted from 1979 to 
1985 (Table 14). The average area planted was 3.2 million acres.
Acreage planted in Arkansas and Mississippi declined on the average while 
the average acreages in Califomia, Louisiana and Texas increased by 
18. 14 and 11 percent, respectively, from 1979 to 1985.
Total production increased because of an increase in acreage planted 
and because yield changed only slightly. The average yield for the period 
1979 to 1985 was 43.77 hundredweights per acre.
The average price of rice was about $8.23 for the period. The price 
of rice increased from $8.23 in 1979 to $8.94 in 1981 and remained at 
$8.95 per hundredweight for the remaining years. The low prices were 
a result of the large supplies which persisted during the period.
Average annual prices were low with hardly any fluctuation over the years 
1979 to 1985 (Figure 4).
Domestic use increased slightly on the average. For the period 
1979 to 1985, the average domestic amount demanded was 51.07 million 
hundredweights. This increase in amount demanded could be attributed 
to the lower average price.
Exports for the period averaged 81.60 million hundredweights. Total 
exports moved from a low of 73.89 million hundredweights in 1979 to
Table 14. Predictions for on Farm Storage System for Rice of Eight Million Hundred Weights: Summary and 
Annual Results 1979-1985, Means and Coefficients of Variation, n/b/
Time Period
Variables Units 1979/1985 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Means
Price dol/cwt 8.23 8.25 8.80 8.94 8.95 8.95 8.95 8.95
Area Planted in U.S. 1000 ac. 3249.29 3266.78 3264.24 3234.92 3205.99 3204.14 3245.77 3323.19
Area Planted - Arkansas 1000 ac. 1438.16 1314.12 1385.63 1432.61 1459.07 1475.35 1490.85 1509.49
Area Planted - California 1000 ac. 515.71 563.26 537.62 509.14 489.36 485.21 499.24 526.14
Area Planted - Louisiana 1000 ac. 542.44 598.02 567.94 539.43 519.61 512.80 520.56 538.75
Area Planted - Texas 1000 ac. 506.81 551.38 528.94 507.08 491.13 484.09 487.12 497.97
Area Planted - Mississippi 1000 ac. 246.16 240.01 244. U 246.66 246.81 246.69 247.99 250.86
Total Production mil. cwt 142.19 143.59 143. 18 142.11 140.82 140.35 141.57 143.69
U.S. Yield cwt/acre 43.77 43.96 43.87 43.94 43.94 43.81 43.62 43.25
Domestic Use mil. cwt 51.07 48.12 48.71 49.69 50.84 52.05 53.34 54.71
Exports mil. cwt 81.60 73.89 77.44 79.02 81.15 83.93 86.60 89.19
Gross Income mil. dol. 1262.21 1224.73 1268.14 1270.73 1260.67 1256.68 1267.79 1286.75
Coefficients of Variation
Price 5.93 12.48 6.61 2.22. 1.81 1.58 1.37 1.39
Area Planted in U.S. 3.45 0.00 3.70 3.50/ 3.72 3.60 3.42 3.12
Area Planted - Arkansas 4.73 0.00 2.48 2.08 1.83 1.74 1.63 1.48
Area Planted - California 8.39 0.00 7.05 7.23 8.14 7.79 7.30 6.53
Area Planted - Louisiana 7.11 0.00 4.70 5.32 6.04 5.82 5.52 5.01
Area Planted - Texas 5.68 0.00 2.76 3.64 4.25 4.18 4.00 3.64
Area Planted - Mississippi 2.75 0.00 4.29 2.82 2.13 2.03 1.89 1.73
Total Production 5.70 5.06 5.99 5.46 5.66 5.84 5.92 5.51
U.S. Yield 4.99 5.06 5.02 4.92 4.84 4.99 4.85 5.03
Domestic Use 3.88 1.51 0.84 0. 28 0.23 0.19 0.16 0.16
Exports 6.73 3.70 3.56 3.11 2.69 2.64 2.50 2.32
Gross Income 5.55 3.94 5. 58 5.26 5.55 5.70 5.85 5.48
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations.
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
Figure 4. Predicted Prices of Rice Under Selected Government-rrograne, 1979-1985
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a high of 89.19 million hundredweights in 1985. The average rate of 
increase in exports (2.72 percent) was larger than the average rate of 
increase in domestic use (1.85 percent). This showed a greater respon­
siveness of export demand to price changes than the responsiveness of 
domestic demand to price change.
Gross income fluctuated from a low of 1224.73 million dollars in
1979 to a high of 1286.75 million dollars in 1985. On the whole, gross
income was low, due mainly to low average prices.
Ending stocks ranged from 25.90 to 51.81 million hundredweights 
(Table 15). This did not include the eight million hundredweights on 
farm reserve of rice which was considered a part of desired inventory. 
Level of stocks increased to 51.92 million hundredweights in 1983 and 
declined from 1984 to 1985. This was caused by increases in both local 
and export sales.
The cost to government for managing the stocks ranged from a high
of 96.81 million dollars in 1979 to a low of 43.97 million dollars in
1985. The cost to government varied directly with the level of stocks. 
The cost to government included the cost of storage for the eight million 
hundredweights of rice at $0.85 per hundredweight.
Comparison of the On Farm Reserve Program 
with the No Set-Aside Program
The on farm reserve model resulted in larger acreages of rice being 
planted in three states: California, Louisiana and Texas. On the whole,
production was larger with an on farm reserve model than with the no set- 
aside model. The increased production resulted in lower price levels.
The average price with an on farm reserve program was $8.23 per hundred­
weight of rough rice compared to $10.93 with the no set-aside program.
Table 15 The Reserve Stock Management Program for the U.S. Rice with 8 Million Hundred Weights on 
Farm Storage: Summary and Annual Results , 1979-1985. a/b/
Variables Units Time Period1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Production million cwt. 142.19 143.59 143.18 142.11 140.82 140.35 141.57 143.69
Supply million cwt. 185.21 169.50 179.56 187.89 191.93 192.28 189.80 185.50
Carry-in million cwt. 43.02 25.90 36.38 45.78 51.12 51.92 48.22 41.81
Carry-out million cwt. 44.12 36.38 45.78 51.12 51.92 48.22 41.81 33.58
Disappearance million cwt. 184.78 169.50 179.56 187.89 191.93 192.28 1.89.80 185.50
Defficiency Payments million dollars 8.53 45.86 10.37 1.26 0.73 0.62 0.38 0.44
Purchase million cwt. 6.85 4.75 0.94 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.03
Sale mi 11 ion cwt. 7.85 5.83 9.69 7.47 6.52 7.26 8.60 9.59
Value of Purchase million dollars 5.42 30.41 6.02 0.55 0.55 0.00 0.21 0.18
Value of Sale million dollars 70.36 52.25 86.79 66.94 58.42 65.10 77.09 85.90
On Farm Reserve million cwt. 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
Government Cost million dollars 66.34 96.81 71.74 63.24 68.44 64.70 55.47 43.97
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations, 
b/ The price limits and initializing values are seen in Appendix A Table 3.
The income level was lower with the on farm reserve model than with the 
no set aside model.
Since annual average prices were lower with an on farm reserve s 
system, there were increases in both exports and domestic use. However, 
the most significant increases were seen in exports (Figure 5).
Though production with an on farm reserve system was larger than 
with the no set-aside system, ending stocks were not as large. This 
was due mainly to an increase in the total amount of rough rice demanded. 
The chances of running out of stocks were zero. This is because the 
desired stock was always eight million hundred weights or greater.
Effects on U.S. Rice Market of Japanese Dumping 
of Rice in the World Market
The government of Japan has long encouraged domestic rice produc­
tion by purchasing Japanese-produced rice at several times the world 
price. In 1960, this purchase price was twice the world level, in 
1970 three times the world price, and in 1976 almost four times the
world price. This support program has maintained the average annual
29production of Japanese rice at over twelve million metric tons.
Through the maintenance of artificially high farm prices, the 
Japanese government has brought about a massive domestic rice surplus.
It is currently disposing of this surplus by selling it on the world 
market at prices below the world price. The government of Japan 
exported 575,000 metric tons of rice in 1979. This export level is 
expected to continue until 1983.
Reported on brown rice basis.
Figure 5. Predicted Exports of U.S. Rice Under Selected Government Programs
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The United States, which exports about 2.1 to 2.3 million metric 
tons of rice per year, is deeply concerned about the effects of this 
Japanese dumping on its market shares, farm prices and farmers' incomes.
In order to examine the impacts of dumping of rice on the world market, 
on U.S. rice price and market share, the effects of dumping 25.08, 11.57, 
11.02 and 10.75 million hundredweights of rough rice on the world market 
from 1979 to 1983 were analyzed.
Comparison of Dumping with No Dumping
It was assumed that dumping of rice on the world market by the
Japanese would have a direct effect on U.S. rice market. A figure of
23.7 percent was used since the U.S. has controlled about 23.7 percent
30of the world rice market.
The effect of the Japanese dumping rice on the world market was 
depressed prices (Table 16). In 1979, prices fell to $6.75 compared to 
$9.31 with the no set-aside model (no dumping). Prices were on the 
average at least $1.95 below prices predicted with a no dumping model.
In 1979, prices decreased by 27.5 percent and in 1984 prices were 10.7 
percent below prices with no dumping (Figure 6).
The depressed prices resulted in increased sales. Domestic use 
increased by only four percent. In 1984, domestic use was 2.1 percent 
above that of no dumping. More drastic changes in amount demanded were 
obtained when exports were examined. Exports fell tremendously the first 
year of dumping because it was assumed that the Japanese increased exports
30A 23.7 percent impact on U.S. rice prices and exports was assumed. 
The figure 23.7 percent represents the American market share during the 
last year in which there was no significnat Japanese presence in the export 
trade.
Table 16. Effects of Japanese Dumping Rice in the World Market on U.S. Rice Market: Summary and





1981 1982 1983 1989
Prices dol./cwt. 9.31 9.88
Means
10.37 10.89 11.99 12.01
Exports million cwt. 72.12 75.87 77.59 79.08 81.00 82.76
Export Value million dollars 671.55 799.95 809.32 861.30 926.27 993.71
Domestic Demand million cwt. 97.25 97.82 98.51 99.29- 50.01 50.89
Production million cwt. 190.79 137.90 139.00 132.17 131.26 132.06
Ending Stocks million cwt. 53.98 68.19 76.79 80.58 80.83 79.29
Government Cost million dollars 53.15 78.79 88.99 110.28 125.13 133.59
Gross Income million dollars 1315.95 1362.26 1396.13 1939.51 1501.07 1585.68
Prices dol./cwt. 6.75 7.51
DUMPING 
Means 
8.07 9.13 10.03 10.73
Exports million cwt. 66.37 77.29 77.98 79.98 81.63 89.93
Export Value million dollars 998.38 580.62 630.31 730.01 810.27 912.35
Domestic Demand million cwt. 99.39 99.77 50.90 50.69 51.17 51.89
Production million cwt. 191.11 130.59 130.61 129.8A 129.99 135.65
Ending Stock million cwt. 60.01 63.91 66.56 65.83 63.97 62.18
Government Cost million dollars 297.05 251.11 292.69 202.81 179.71 168.99
Gross Income million dollars 1127.99 1131.98 17.02.98 1292.59 1381.68 1525.86
a/ It was assumed that 25.08, 11.57, 11.02, 10.75 and 10.75 million hundred weights of rice were
— dumped on the world market in 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 respectively. Since no rice was
dumped after the year 1983 it was necessary to study the effects of Japanese dumping up to 1989
b/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations.




Figure 6. Predicted U.S. Rice Prices with Japan Dumping and Not Dumping 
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would have immediate effect on U.S. rice exports. Therefore, in 1979,
U.S. export demand dropped from 72.12 to 66.37 million hundredweights 
(Figure 7). However, export demand with dumping was larger than that 
without dumping. This can be related to the responsiveness of quantity 
demanded to a price change. Exports increased from 77.29 to 84.93 
million hundredweights from 1980 to 1984 (Table 16) .
Ending stocks were less with dumping than without dumping. Ending 
stocks increased from 60.01 to 66.56 million hundredweights from 1979 
to 1981 but from 1982 to 1984 ending stocks declined from 65.83 to 62.18 
million hundredweights . This lowering of stocks was caused by two 
factors, a decline in production and an increase in sales.
Dumping had serious effects on gross farm income. Production de­
clined and prices decreased. Even though there was an increase in 
demand, this was insufficient to offset the decline in prices resulting 
from dumping.
Government costs increased sharply with dumping (Table 16). The 
costs to government in 1979 for stock management were 247.05 million 
dollars compared to 53.15 million dollars when no dumping was assumed.
With a no dumping assumption government costs related directly to the 
increase in ending stocks whereas with dumping government costs declined 
with time. This was due mainly to a direct decrease in stocks and govern­
ment purchases.
Figure 7. Predicted Exports with Japan Dumping and Not Dumping Rice on 
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The study was designed to improve, updata and refine a model 
developed by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness 
of Louisiana State University. The improved model was used to predict 
changes in demand, supply and prices of U.S. rice for the period 1979 
to 1985. The model was then used to analyze the effects of changes of 
government policies and programs on the market for U.S. rice.
The model was first tested by using it to predict the past behavior 
of the U.S. rice market. The predicted values of the period 1967 to 
1971 were close enough to the observed to consider the model partially 
verified.
The model was used to predict the future behavior of the rice 
market. The first model was the prediction of market values for all 
variables, both endogenous and predetermined, used in the model formu­
lation. It was assumed that the future behavior of the market in 1980 
to 1985 would be the same as the behavior of the 1979 market. The 
government loan rate, the target price and a release price of 14.00 per­
cent were assumed to increase at a rate of five percent each year.
Predictions of the Market Model
The predictions, based on the present market model (no set-aside) 
showed some interesting features. A decline in acreage planted up to 
1982 was predicted. This decline came about because of an ever increasing 
carry-over stock, which persisted over the period.
In spite of the large increase in stocks, prices were still in­
creasing. The increasing stock level seemed to have had little effect
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on the price level. Prices increased because the total amount demanded 
increased. The large ending stock characterized a market in disequili­
brium with supply exceeding demand. The market model indicated that 
there would be no chance of running out of stock in the near future if 
the present market trends continue (Appendix B, Table 1).
Domestic use is expected to remain fairly constant over the years, 
increasing slowly only with time. Export sales are expected to increase 
but not by any large amount.
There is strong indication that the rate of increase in acreage 
planted in Arkansas and Mississippi is slowing down and great variation 
is expected in acreage planted in California.
The disturbing feature about the model is an ever increasing level 
of stocks with a rising price level. This is due mainly to high support 
prices and the influence of export demand, and other exogenous variables 
on price. However, as other forces come into play, both market and 
other institutional factors, the market might be forced to move closer 
to equilibrium with lower prices and smaller stocks.
A Land Set-Aside Program 
Three levels of land set-aside were analyzed, a 10, 20 and 30 per­
cent set-aside. These programs were compared with the no set-aside 
model. It was expected that with an inelastic demand a cut in acreage 
would have resulted in an immediate increase in prices and income. 
However, it was surprising to notice that there were no difference in 
prices with a 10 percent and no land set-aside programs. The conclu­
sion is that with a 10 percent land set-aside, supply still exceeded 
demand and there was no change in price. The only difference was a cut 
in acreage planted and a lower stock level. The chances of running out
of stock were zero.
Quantities demanded remained the same in the domestic and export 
markets since prices were the same as with a no land set-aside program. 
Since there were no changes in prices and domestic use, gross income 
did not increase. In fact, there was a slight decrease.
Government costs were much lower with a 10 percent set-aside.
Two deductions can be drawn from this analysis, a 10 percent set-aside 
can be implemented without any radical changes in market behavior and 
without any significant loss to farmers. Secondly, consumers will not 
be paying a higher price for the product and government costs will be 
lowered significantly.
A 20 Percent Set-Aside
The 20 percent set-aside had immediate effects on acreage planted. 
Acreage planted declined and so did production. There was no immediate 
effect on prices, but as stocks were being depleted, prices suddenly 
increased (Figure 4). In 1981, ending stocks were 10.22 million 
hundredweights and prices were $10.48. In 1982, ending stocks had 
declined to 4.02 million hundredweights and prices increased to $11.42, 
a 9.0 percent increase.
As prices increased and quantity supplied equalled quantity demanded, 
income levels increased. From 1982 to 1985, income increased by 33.0 
percent. If market demand is inelastic, and in equilibrium with supply, 
the most efficient way to raise producers’ income is to cut supplies.
With a 20 percent set-aside, the cost to government decreased 
tremendously since there was hardly any stocks to manage. Since quantity 
demanded exceeded quantity supplied, all rice produced was consumed.
A 20 percent set-aside seemed to be more beneficial to producers 
than consumers. Consumers paid a higher price for less product. 
Producers income increased because of the rise in prices.
A 30 Percent Set-Aside
The 30 percent set-aside resulted in drastic changes in production 
and quantity demanded. Production was cut to an average of 109.82 
million hundredweights for the period. Production decreased due to a 
cut in acreage planted. The decrease in production was not due to 
decline in yields. When farmers are paid to set aside land, they tend 
to produce more intensively on the remaining acreage. Therefore, as 
acreage decreased, yield increased, maintaining a fairly high level 
of production. The predicted yield for a 30 percent set-aside is more 
than that of the other government programs (Figure 8).
One would expect total demand to exceed total supply all through 
the period because of drastic cut in production. Total demand exceeded 
production from 1979 to 1981 and stocks were depleted. But as prices 
increased sales fell and the level of stocks increased again. From 
1982 to 1985 total sales exceeded total production and the level of 
stocks declined.
Gross income was above normal with a 30.0 percent set-aside. From 
1980 to 1985 gross income increased by 60.0 percent. This means that 
income was increasing at an average rate of 8.0 percent per annum.
Government costs declined from 114.32 million dollars in 1979 to 
zero costs in 1981. This means that if the government established a 
30 percent set-aside its support to rice farmers would end.
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Conclusions of Land Set-Aside Programs
A no land set-aside resulted in fairly high average prices, but 
chronic increases in stocks. There were increases in both domestic use 
and export sales. A 10 percent set-aside program resulted in a cut in 
production, a cut in stocks, no price increases and about the same level 
of gross income as with a no set-aside program. The chances of running 
out of stocks were zero with the two programs.
The 20 percent and 30 percent set-aside resulted in a cut in produc­
tion, a cut in stocks, higher prices and higher gross income to producers. 
The chances of running out of stocks with a 20 and 30 percent set-aside 
were great. In spite of the increased revenue received by farmers, and 
the decrease in cost to government, a set-aside of 20 to 30 percent 
would cause some difficulties to program administrators.
A set-aside of 20 to 30 percent would devide society into two groups 
with opposing interests, namely producers and consumers. Consumers would 
feel that they are subsidizing farmers income by paying prices way above 
normal for rice. The producers might argue that such a program would 
result in no cost to government, while increasing farm, income. However, 
with a 20 to 30 percent land set-aside there would be a drop in exports 
and domestic use because of higher prices. In fact, since domestic 
demand is so inelastic, the average quantity demanded on the domestic 
market would be almost the same as a no set-aside, or 10.0 percent set- 
aside. Therefore, the burden of a larger farmer’s income would fall 
more heavily on domestic buyers.
The 10 percent set-aside seemed more plausible and would be more 
easily implemented since income loss of producers is negligible. The 
consumers benefited by receiving a steady supply at the same price with
a 10 percent set-aside program. The whole society would benefit because 
of greater market stability and lower cost to government.
An On Farm Reserve System
An on farm reserve of eight million hundredweights of rough rice 
resulted in larger acreages being planted, a slight decrease in yield 
and lower prices for rice. Level of stocks were lower than with a no on 
farm reserve system. The chances of running out of stocks were zero.
The on farm reserve system resulted in lower but more stable prices. 
Prices were more stable in the sense that from year to year one could 
almost predict the prices since there was not much difference between 
past and present prices.
The gross income to producers was lower on the average than with a 
no on farm reserve system. There was little fluctuation in income from 
one year to the next. This means that prices and income were very stable 
(Figure 9).
Producers do not seem to benefit from the on farm reserve system, 
other than from market stability. Farmers’ prices and income are lowered. 
However, consumers seem to benefit by receiving more rice at a lower price.
Though the program was initiated in 1978, farmers have not made 
much effort to adapt the on farm reserve system to their farming program.
In 1979, only 140,000 hundredweights of rough rice were stored.
Farmers might be sensing the disadvantages of an on farm reserve system 
and are hesitant to implement it.
The program sets no minimum only a maximum amount of rice to be 
stored. In a sense, the program is valuable since eligible farmers can 
participate voluntarily. However, a mandatory eight million hundred­
weights of stored rice could be disastrous to farmers’ incomes and rice



















The result of the Japanese dumping rice in the world market at 
prices far below the world level would depress U.S. rice prices, cause 
a cut in U.S. rice exports and a decline in U.S. production.
The extent to which the dumping might affect the U.S. rice market 
is not clearly known. However, drastic changes could take place with a 
23.7 percent effect. The depressing effects of Japanese dumping of 
rice on U.S. rice prices will be felt in 1980 if efforts are not made 
to stop the dumping.
The extent of damage to the U.S. rice industry might depend on 
whether the U.S. were to maintaim its original set of export prices or 
whether it would match the Japanese price. If the U.S. maintains its 
old price, prior to Japanese dumping, U.S. export quantities will drop 
severely in first year of dumping. In the first year of dumping the 
analysis indicated that export sales fell to 66.37 million hundred­
weights, a decrease of 7.9 percent.
If, however, the U.S. were to match Japanese rice prices and sell at 
a lower price, its market share would increase. This study indicated 
that under these prices U.S. exports increased from 77.29 to 84.93 
million hundredweights from 1980 to 1985. Since rice became a cheaper 
item on the market, it attracted more buyers. People who were not 
buying rice before switched to rice for two reasons. One, rice became a 
relatively cheaper food, and secondly, consumer purchasing power increased.
Rice producers, however, will suffer If dumping persists because of 
low prices and smaller gross incomes. Consumers benefit because of the 
lower prices.
General Conclusion
An examination of the various market models gives a clear indication 
of what could happen to the rice market in the future. No one program 
or policy is likely to be implemented immediately, but parts of each 
could be. We are likely to see some land being set aside, with an on 
farm reserve system, while dumping persists. A blend of all programs is 
likely to change the market picture, but not completely from what has 
been predicted in this study. The results of the various analysis can 
serve as a guide to program administrators as to what is likely to 
happen to the rice market in the next five years under these conditions.
Suggestions for Further Research
This study is affected by changes in time and economic circumstances. 
As changes in the rice market, take place, there is a constant need to 
update the study and to use it to analyze the effects of new policies 
and programs.
The U.S. rice industry plays an important role in the world rice 
market. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to examine changes in the 
U.S. rice market with due considerations to international forces. Hence, 
it is necessary to include a variable in the export demand equation 
which will reflect the effects of changes in demand by importing countries 
on U.S. rice market share.
The domestic demand equations are based on rough rice prices.
However, greater elasticities might be obtained if prices of processed 
rice were used. Also the demand for rice could be divided to include 
demand for rice by various rice distributing channels.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A Table 1 Selected U.S. Rice Industry Data, 1955-1979.





Domestic Farm Support 
demand Exports price price
(dollars per cwt)
--million! hundred weights - -
1955 1851 30.25 56.0 27.0 18.7 4.69 4.66
1956 1605 30.84 49.5 26.0 37.5 4.86 4.57
1957 ' 1372 31.31 42.9 25.6 18.3 5.11 4.72
1958 1440 33.38 44.8 25.6 19.8 4.68 4.48
1959 1608 33.82 53.7 27.7 29.2 4.59 4.38
I960 1614 33.50 54.6 26.9 29.5 4.55 4.42
1961 1618 36.92 54.2 29.6 29.2 5.14 4.71
19 62 1789 39.27 66.1 28.0 35.5 5.04 4.71
1963 1785 40.72 70.3 28.7 41.8 5.01 4.71
19 64 1797 42.28 73.2 31.1 42.5 4.90 4.71
1965 1804 42.94 76.3 30.9 43.3 4.93 4.50
1966 1980 45.10 85.1 31.9 51.6 4.95 4.50
1967 1982 44.00 89.4 33.6 56.9 4.97 4.55
1968 2367 42.43 104.1 35.6 56.1 5.00 4.60
1969 2141 45.53 91.9 33.1 56.9 4.95 4.72
1970 1826 46.87 83.8 34.4 46.5 5.17 4.86
1971 1826 46.97 85.8 35.4 56.9 5.34 5.07
1972 1824 46.84 85.4 35.7 54.0 6.73 5.07
1973 2181 42.56 92.3 37.0 49.7 13.80 6.07
1974 2555 44.66 112.4 41.0 69.5 11.20 7.54
1975 2818 45.29 127.5 40.3 59.5 8.35 8.52
1976 2489 46.63 115.6 42.7 65.6 7.02 6.19
1977 2261 44.12 99.2 37.7 72.8 9.49 6.19
1978 3040 44.84 133.2 48.0 76.9 8.16 6.40
1979 3000 45.88 136.7 50.5 83.0 9.70 6.79
Source: Economic Research Service, USDA, Rice Situation. (Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office), 1969-1979.
Economic Research Service, USDA, Food Grain Statistics, Statistical 
Bulletin No. 423, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing.
Office, 1968.
Appendix A Table 2 Rice Acreage Planted by States, 1956-1979.
Year Arkansas
Acreage Planted 
California Louisiana Texas Mississippi
1,000 acres------
1956 387 292 456 417 46
1957 337 228 418 351 32
1958 342 251 415 385 42
1959 390 287 459 421 46
1960 391 290 464 420 45
1961 391 292 465 421 45
1962 430 325 512 467 50
1963 430 326 512 462 50
1964 434 329 515 464 50
1965 438 329 517 464 51
1966 482 362 567 508 56
1967 482 362 567 510 56
1968 578 434 680 599 68
1969 520 391 613 550 61
1970 442 333 525 469 52
1971 442 333 524 470 52
1972 442 333 523 469 52
1973 534 403 624 553 62
1974 750 470 674 565 114
1975 900 530 652 555 175
1976 850 421 570 510 145
1977 840 310 480 502 112
1978 1180 500 590 560 220
1979 1200 535 535 530 210
Source: Economic 
U.S. Gove
Research Service, USDA. Rice Situation, (Was 
rnment Printing Office), 1969-1979.
hington, D.C.:
Economic Research Service, USDA, Food Grain Statistics, Statistical
Bulletin
1968.
No. 423, Washingt on, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
Appendix A Table 3 Yield Per Harvested Acre by States, 1956-1979.
Yield Per Harvested Acre




1957 31.00 43.00 26.75 32.00 32.50
1958 29.50 44.50 26.50 31.00 28.00
1959 ' 34.00 46.50 28.50 31.50 27.00
1960 35.25 47.75 28.50 30.75 29.50
1961 35.00 48.00 29.25 29.00 33.00
1962 38.50 49.50 30.50 35.50 32.00
1963 43.00 43.25 33.25 41.25 39.00
1964 43.00 50.50 33.00 41.50 38.00
1965 43.00 49.00 35.50 46.00 37.00
1966 43.00 55.00 37.00 42.00 43.00
1967 45.50 49.00 39.00 50.00 43.00
1968 43.50 53.25 39.00 46.00 43.00
1969 47.50 55.25 34.00 39.50 42.00
1970 48.00 57.00 39.00 44.50 44.00
1971 50.50 52.00 38.00 51.00 46.00
1972 49.75 56.14 38.25 47.27 45.59
1973 47.70 56.16 34.51 37.40 43.06
1974 45.35 53.80 36.50 44.94 41.80
1975 45.40 58.00 38.10 45.60 39.00
1976 47.70 55.70 39.10 48.10 47.20
1977 44.00 57.00 37.00 47.00 41.00
1978 44.00 56.50 37.00 47.00 42.50
1979 44.50 55.50 39.00 42.00 42.00
Source: Economic Research Service, USDA. Rice Situation. (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office), 1969-1979.
Economic Research Service, USDA, Food Grain Statistics, Statistical 
Bulletin No. 423, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1968.
Appendix A Table 4 Initializing Values For 1966 used in Verification
Model
Item Units Values
Acreage Planted in U.S. 1000 acres 1977.00
Acreage Planted in Arkansas 1000 acres 482.00
Acreage Planted in California 1000 acres 362.00
Acreage Planted in Louisiana 1000 acres 567.00
Acreage Planted in Texas 1000 acres 508.00
Acreage Planted in Mississippi 1000 acres 56.00
Price dol./cwt. 4.97
Carry-in Stocks million cwt. 8.20
Storage Cost dol./cwt. 0.85
Support Price dol./cwt. 4.55
Target Price dol./cwt. 4.55
Resale Price dol./cwt. 6.37
Population in U.S. millions 196.60
Personal Disposable Income 67.70
a/—' Support, Target and Resale price increased at the rate of five percent 
per annum. Personal disposable income also increased at the rate of 0.08 per­
cent per annum.
Appendix A, Table 5. Initializing Values For 1978, used in Sinflation
Model.— '
Item Units Values
Acreage Planted in U.S. 1000 acres 3050
Acreage Planted in Arkansas 1000 acres 1180
Acreage Planted in California 1000 acres 500
Acreage Planted in Louisiana 1000 acres 590
Acreage Planted in Texas 1000 acres 560
Acreage Planted in Mississippi 1000 acres 222
Price dol./cwt. 8.16
Carry-in Stocks million cwt. 31.6
Storage Cost dol./cwt. 0.85
Support Price dol./cwt. 6,40
Target Price dol./cwt. 8.53
Resale Price dol./cwt. 8.96
Population of U.S. millions 2.17
Personal Disposable Income 173
el /— For the two price plan, the support price was set at $1.00 and the 
resale price at $50.00. These prices would allow the market to operate vrith- 
out external interference. For all other models support, resale and target 
prices increased at the rate of five percent per year. Cost also increased 
from 1980 to 1985 at five percent per annum.
APPENDIX B
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Appendix B Table 1 Stock Management for No Set-Aside Model: Percent Frequency
Distributions of Purchases, Sales, Carry-out and Stock
Management Cost, 1979-1985.
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a/ The percent frequency distributions of purchase, sales, carry-out and stock 
management costs are crude guides to probability estimates. These probabilities are 
based on the number of times the value of these variables occurred within the given 
intervals. The total number of times the variables occurred within a given interval 
is expressed as a percentage of the number of iterations for annual results and the 
total number of observations for summary results. Annual results are based on 500 
iterations and summary results (1979-1985) are based on 3500 observations.
Appendix B Table 2 Stock Management for 10 Percent Set-Aside Program:
Percent Frequency Distributions of Purchases, Sales,
Carry-out and Stock Management Cost, 1979-1985. a/
Time Period
.. _
I tern 1979-85 1979 19 80 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Purchases 
(million cwt.)
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
10 - 5 C.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.0 0
Sal es
(million cwt.) 
0 50.23 5.40 32.80 54.40 59. 80 65.60 64.60 69.00
0 - 5 21.97 17. 60 29.80 22.40 21. 80 21.00 22.00 19.20
6 - 10 15.03 28. 30 24.60 16.00 12.60 9.20 8.60 8.40
11 - 20 11.54 c-0 40 21.60 7.00 5.80 4.20 4.60 3. 40
21 - 25 0.94 6.00 15.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 20 0.00
26 - 30 0.26 1.60 0.40 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
>30 0.03 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Carry-out 
1 rt 11 i o n  cwt. )
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 - 10 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0. 20 0.40
11 - 20 1.51 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.60 1.80 1. 60 6. 20
21 - 30 11.14 2.00 3.40 5.00 7. 20 9. 80 19. 20 31.40
31 - 40 35.34 40.00 24.60 25.60 28.00 38. 20 47.60 Oo-1
41 - 50 38.63 46.00 49.20 45.20 46.00 40. 40 27. 00 16.60
> 50 13.26 11.80 22. SO 24.00 17.40 9.60 4.40 2.80
Stock Management 
(mi 11 ion dollars)
0 - 50 27.83 98.40 11.20 18. 20 IS. 20 13. 40 17. 80 17. 60
51 - 100 70.37 1. 60 88.60 81.40 80.00 84.00 78. 60 76. 40
> 100 1.80 0.00 0. 20 0.40 1.80 2. 60 3. 60 4.00
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) based 
on 3500 observations.
Appendix B Table 3 Stock Management for 20 Percent Set-Aside Program:.
Percent Frequency Distributions of Purchases, Sales,
Carry-out and Stock Management Cost, 1979-1985. a/
Item Time Perlod
1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Purchases 
(million cwt.) 
0 98.46 100.00 100.00 99.80 99.20 97.00 96.00 97.20
0 - 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
‘ 7 - 1 0 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.80 0.00
11 - 20 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 1.20 0.80 0.60
21 - 25 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
26 - 30 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.80 0.60
7 30 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.80
Sales
(million cwt.) 
0 69.89 65.20 94.00 83.40 65.20 50.40 54.60 66.40
1 - 5 16.85 21.20 5.20 5.60 16.10 29.20 21.20 12.60
6 - 10 8.34 11.20 0.40 3.00 10.00 14.20 10.20 9.40
11 - 20 4.40 2.40 0.40 7.20 8.40 6.20 3.20 3.00
21 - 25 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.40 0.00 0.60 1.00
26 - 30 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.40
7 30 0.07. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20
Carry-out 
(million cwt.)
0 38.46 0.00 0.20 11.40 38.60 67.20 76.00 75.80
1 - 5 13.37 0.00 1.80 15.20 27.80 18.00 12.60 11.20
6 - 1 0 10.26 0.20 6.40 22.00 19.40 9.40 6.60 7.80
11 - 20 16.31 4.80 42.80 43.60 13.80 3.80 2.40 3.00
21 - 30 14.97 50.60 42.00 7.20 0.40 1.40 1.80 1.40
31 - 40 6.89 39.80 6.60 0.60 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60
41 - 50 0.74 4.60 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20
Stock Management 
(million dollars)
0 37.82 0.00 0.20 11.40 37.00 67.40 72.00 76.60
0 - 5 0 27.69 49.60 38.20 42.80 28.00 15.20 11.00 8.40
51 - 100 19.57 49.20 39.80 11.60 14.40 8.20 8.00 5.80
7 100 14.91 1.20 21.20 34.20 20.60 9.20 8.001 9.20
a/ Annual results are based on 500 iterations and summary results (1979-1985) 
based on 3500 observations.
ppendix B Table 4 Stock Management for 30 Percent Set-Aside Program:
Percent Frequency Distributions of Purchases, Sales,
Carry- out and Stock Management Cost, 1979-1985. a/
Item Time Period1979-85 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Purchases 
(mi 11 ion cwt.)
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
0 - 5 0.00 0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale
(mi 11 i on 
0
cwt.)
44.83 99.60 18.60 72. 20 29.00 18.60 46.60 29.20
1 - 5 16.28 0.20 1.00 20.80 23.00 24.40 20.00 24.60
6 - 1 0 13.89 0.00 8.00 4.60 20.80 26.00 17.20 20.60
11 - 20 21.17 0.00 57.40 2.40 23.40 28.60 14.60 21.80
21 - 25 3.14 0.00 11.20 0.00 3.60 2.40 1.60 3. 20
26 - 30 0.57 0.00 3.40 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.40
>30 0.11 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20
Carry-out 
(mi 11 i on 
0
cwt. )
59.23 0.00 81.60 90.60. 38. 40 74.00 71.60 57. 60
1 - 5 10. 46 1.00 14.60 6. 20 16.80 10. 00 10. 20 14.40
6 - 10 S.60 8.40 3.20 1. 40 19. 40 7. 20 10.00 10. 60
11 - 20 16.86 64. 20 0.60 1. 80 21.60 6.30 6. SO 15. 00
21 - 30 4.71 25.40 0.00 0. 00 3.80 0. 20 1.40 2. 20
31 - 40 0.14 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 20






82.14 0.20 81.60 99.80 98. 40 96. 20 99. 40 99. 40
0 - 50 0.57 1. 60 0.40 0.00 0. 20 1. 20 0. 20 0. 40
51 - 100 7.37 49.80 0.40 0.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.20
>100 9.91 48.40 17.60 0. 20 0.40 2.40 0.40 0. 00








"Variable Variables, Coefficients and ('T" For HO: B = 0)
1. APAK 136.017 + 0.630 APAK . - 1.031ES . + 22.764FP - 351.433DA + 276.448DB 
(1.17) (6.86) (0.92) C (2.89) t_ (6.38) (5.44)
2. APCAL 59.390 + 0.182 ATCAI, , - 3.250F.S + 11.396FP 3.008T - 156.430DA + 157.911DB 
(0.43) (1.36) 1 (3.90) 1 (2.17) (1.67) (3.28) (5.03)
3. APLA 402.399 + 0.234 APLA . - 2.584KS , + 3.348FP . + 94.342DT 
(6.26) (1.94) 1 (3.55) t_‘ (0.84) (4.68)
4. APTEX 285.586 + 0.397 APTEX 1.150ES . + 0.659FP + 72.094DT 
(4.30) (2.79) (1.72) (0.17) (3.53)
5. APMIS -2.760 + 0.426 APMIS - 0.210ES , + 8.554FP . - 86.913DA+ 78.765DB 
(0.008) (3.73) 1 1 (0.58) t_J (3.28) 1 (3.51) (5.09)
6. YLDAK -238.982 - 0.009 APAK + 7.58IT - 0.049TT 
(4.26) (2.22) (4.42) (3.66)
7. YLDCAL -103.002 + 3.975T - 0.025TT 
(2.22) (2.87) (2.42)
8. YLDLA -173.606 + 5.676T - 0.038TT 
(4.54) (4.97) (4.50)
9. YLDTEX -341.238 - o.o27 APTEX + 10.865T - 0.073TT 
(3.60) (1.14) (3.72) (3.50)
10. YLDM1S -32.424 - 0.071 APMIS - 1.136T 
(4.03) (4.07) (8.48)
11. QEXP -128.640 - 1.836FP + 2.7891 + 15.61701) 
(9.92) (2.71) (12.00) (3.67)
12. QDOM -8.95 - 0.758FP + 0.179POPUS + 0.097Y0 + 1.862FPW 
(0.83) (1.70) (2.81) (3.95) (1.52)
Equations Used in the Simulation Model which 















= -123.618 - 2.552 FP + 0.165 POPUS + 0.1064 + 1.882 FPW
+ 2.606 T + 14,498 DD + EXR;
= -48.44 + 0.065 POPUS + 0.0424 + 0.738 FPW + 1.021 T 
+  5.681 DD - 0.392 TOTDEM + 0.392 EXR;
= -9.192 + 0.493 T - 0.004 TT - 2.692 DA;
= -116.897 - 1.731 FP + 2.606 T + 14.498 DD + EXR;
= ( (YLDAK + YLDCAL + YLDLA + YLDTEX + YLDMIS)/5 + RAND)
= YDt_1 (1 + r)n
= POPUSt_1 (1 + r)n
= Total Demand of U.S. rice in million hundredweights of rough 
rice in a given year.
= Represent the random variation element in exports and price.
= Average annual price of per hundredweight of rough rice.
= Average yield in hundredweights of rough rice per acre 
planted in the United States.
= The random variation element in yield of rice.
= The average rate of increase in income and population for 1956 
to 1979.
= Number of years.
The Computer Program Used
The computer program used was that of Sharpies and Walker, adapted 
to Statistical Analysis System (SAS) by Dr. Francis X. 0 1Carroll and 
Dr. Adolfo Martinez, Department of Agricultural Economics and Agribusi­
ness, Louisiana State University. It was modified for use with the State 
Supply equation.
A Flow Chart of the Simulation Model
The flow chart presented in Figure 1 of this Appendix is an adapta­
tion of that used by Sharpies and Walker. It illustrates the processes 
involved in the rice program simulation model. In the first iteration 
results are generated for seven years. Note that the resulting values 
of each of three variables are lagged one year as inputs for the follow­
ing year. Subsequent iterations proceed in the same manner, but the results 
are different because of the stochastic elements introduced by means of 
the random numbers.
The distribution of values obtained over all iterations is the basis 
of the statistics provided in the results.^*
10'Carrol, F. and H. D. Traylor, An Economic Analysis of a Reserve 
Stock Program for Rice in the U.S., DAE Research Report, No. 517, 
Louisiana State University, April, 1977.
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